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Early research on Rydberg, or highly excited, atoms in a gas started in 1930s,
when E. Fermi [Fer34] made the first attempt to explain the spectral shift and
broadening caused by the collision between the Rydberg atom and surrounding
gound-state neutral atoms. The problem became an extremely rich one when
it continued in to the 1980s [AK82, Bur85, SC88], when the experimental tech-
niques, such as, laser optics improved over the years. During these five decades,
this topic attracted the attention of physicists in area such as atomic and molec-
ular physics, and statistical mechanics, who developed techniques that eventually
lead to quantum optics and modern atomic physics.
Since the late 1990s, the interest on Rydberg atoms has been greatly revived
thanks to the newest developments on atom cooling techniques [CBA86, CHB85,
PMS85, MPP85, LWW88, DC85], which allow atoms to be cooled down to tem-
peratures in the micro- or nano-Kelvin range. Their importance was quickly
recognised with the the Nobel Prize in 1997 and 2001. In such a temperature
regime, say 50µK, the relative kinetic energy of two colliding atomic pair is a
few neV, and the Doppler broadening of the spectrum caused by the motion of
the particles is ≈ 1 MHz, which is less than the broadening caused by the other
experimental factors. Thus, the cold atomic samples essentially allow experi-
mentalists to perform spectroscopy with unprecedented accuracy and resolution.
For temperatures below ≈ 1µK, the atomic gas undergoes Bose-Einstein con-
densation (BEC), and the gas exhibits a superfluid behaviour [WBZ99, DGP99].
However, we focus our investigation on the scenario before this phase transition
takes place.
There are other reasons why an ultracold sample is useful to investigate col-
lisions involving Rydberg atoms. The slow motion of the particles allows us, in
many physical processes that are fast, to assume that they are frozen during the
physical processes considered [MCT98, ARW07, PCB97]. It also enables theo-
rists to obtain simple analytical formula by considering only s-wave scattering
[WBZ99, JTL06], because particle pairs with high angular momentum do not
have high enough kinetic energy to cross over the centrifugal barrier l(l + 1)/R2
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that appears in the radial Schro¨dinger equation describing the colliding particles
(see Eq. (A.12), where l and R are the orbital angular momentum quantum
number and the internuclear distance respectively). Consequently, they never
approach close to each other.
Another crucial reason is the fragility of a highly excited atom. A gaseous
environment at room temperature readily destroys the Rydberg atom, since the
thermal energy is greater than the ionisation energy for n & 25, where n is the
principal quantum number. This allows reactions of the type A∗ + A → A +
A+ + e− to occur. So, new experiments with ultracold gases can be designed
to study a wide range of interaction properties with atoms excited up to n > 80
without destroying the sample [SRA04, TFS04].
In this thesis, we investigate the few-body and many-body quantum mechan-
ical effects of an ultracold environment on a Rydberg atom. We are interested in
the situations when the atoms are arranged in a symmetrical way and when they
are distributed randomly.
1.2 Exotic ultra-long-range molecules
Exotic types of ultra-long-range diatomic molecules were predicted theoretically
by C. Greene et al [GDS00] and C. Boisseau et al [BSC02]. The former is formed
by a ground-state atom and a Rydberg atom, while the latter is formed by two
Rydberg atoms. There is a clear distinction between the two cases in terms of
the degree of overlap between the electron clouds of the individual atoms. This
overlap can be measured by the “Le Roy radius”, RLR, defined by [Le 73]
RLR = 2[〈r21〉1/2 + 〈r22〉1/2] , (1.1)
where 〈r2i 〉 ≡ 〈nili|r2i |nili〉 is the matrix element of r2i between the radial wave
functions belonging to the valence electron of the ith atom. This is essentially the
distance when the two atoms “touch” each other. If the interatomic distance R
is larger than RLR, which is the case for the second type of molecule, the degree
of overlap is negligible, and the perturbation theory can be applied to calculated
the molecular potential [Le 73]. On the other hand, if R is smaller or comparable
to RLR, then the exchange effects cannot be neglected. This is the case for the
first type of molecule. Normally, a full quantum-mechanical calculation involving
a large number (n2) of basis functions is required to compute the interaction
potential. However, an effective potential can be constructed to simplify the
system based on the fact that, the ground-state atom is point-like as seen by the
cloud of the valence electron [Fer34, Omo77]. Therefore, the perturbation theory
can still be used in this case, which will be described in detail in Chapter 3.
2
Figure 1.1: The electron probability density of a Rb Rydberg dimer formed by
a Rydberg atom (centred at the blue spot) and a ground-state perturber (under
the two speaks) [GDS00]. In this diagram, the two atoms are separated by
approximately 1200 a.u..
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It is the interaction of the first type that we investigate in this thesis. It was
found that the interaction potential between the Rydberg atom and the ground-
state atom exhibit unusual small oscillations related to the nodal structure of
the Rydberg wave function [GHG01], and the large permanent dipole moment
possessed by the Rydberg dimer can potentially be used to manipulate atoms in
an electric magnetic field [GDS00]. Moreover, the fact that a homonuclear dimer
can have the permanent dipole moment was commonly thought to be impossible.
In this case, however, it is caused by the unevenly distributed electron on the two
centres. This type of dimer has been nicknamed the “trilobite” molecules owing
to the similarity between the nodal pattern of the electron probability density
(Fig. 1.1) and the ancient creature bearing the same name that became extinct
250 million years ago [Wik07].
Because of the simplicity of the effective potential used to model this molecu-
lar interaction, we set out to explore the possibility of forming exotic polyatomic
molecules with multiple perturbers. We found that the interaction potential is
heavily influenced by the symmetry of the Rydberg wave functions, and hence the
spatial geometry of the system. The underlying connection between the two were
revealed by using methods in group theory. We also found that Ne atoms are
suitable candidates to realise the “Borromean” trimer, which has the fascinating
fundamental property that, three-body bound states exist without the existence
of two-body bound states. In other words, in the absence of a third the two
remaining particle break up. Such kind of interaction was first predicted by V.
N. Efimov in 1970 [Efi71, Efi79] for between nucleons. No direct experimental
evidence exists as yet for interacting nucleons. However, the same kind of inter-
action for atoms was observed very recently in BEC [KMW06] in 2006. Perhaps
not long in the future our prediction can be verified in the experiments.
1.3 Spectral properties in a disordered gas
Rydberg atoms have been proposed as a tool to create qubits for efficient quantum
information processing [JCZ00, LFC01]. The proposal relies on the creation of
a singly-excited atomic ensemble, wherein only one atom is excited and the rest
are in the ground states. This is possible through the so-called “dipole-blockade”
mechanism [LFC01], which is due to the dipole-dipole interaction between two
Rydberg atoms that shifts the energy level out of the optical resonance, and
hence only one excited atom is created within a perimeter, set by the interaction
strength and the bandwidth of the laser.
In such a system, the Rydberg atom can interact simultaneously with several
neutral perturbers distributed randomly in space. In Fig. 1.2, we show the num-
ber of perturbers N within the volume set by the classical radius of the Rydberg
4













Figure 1.2: The number of atoms within the volume set by the classical radius of
the atom as a function of the principle quantum number n. The quanities shown
next to the different curves are the corresponding densities N .
Figure 1.3: The illustration of the relation between the perturbed levels due to
the environment and the resulting excitation spectrum from the ground state |g〉
to a Rydberg state |e〉 by laser with frequency ω.
5
atom rRyd = 2n







where the Rydberg volume is VRyd = 4πr
3
Ryd/3. The collective perturbation from
these atoms influences the excitation spectrum of the Rydberg atom. Fig. 1.3
illustrates how the perturbed levels relates to the excitation spectrum from the
ground state |g〉 to a Rydberg state |e〉 assuming a simple two-level atom. The
statistics of the perturbed levels gives rise to an excitation spectrum ρ(ω) as a
function of the laser frequency ω. Understanding the features of the resulting
spectrum is thus important for the interpretation of experimental data and for
the application on quantum information.
It is relevant to know the density of the ultracold gas currently achieved in
state-of-the-art experiments. Commonly obtained peak atomic density in optical
dipole traps is ∼ 1012 cm−3 for non-BEC and ∼ 1015 cm−3 for BEC samples
[GWO00]. Recently, however, a new type of trap called “holographic atom trap”
has been developed, which traps non-BEC ultracold samples with density up to
∼ 1015 cm−3 [SND05, NSW03]. This development is of particular interest to
realise some of the physics in this thesis. For this density, there are ∼ 4 atoms
inside VRyd for n = 30 and ∼ 17 atoms for n = 40 (see Fig. 1.2). Thus, we expect
to see many-body effects from the multiple perturbers.
1.4 Organisation of the thesis
The organisation of the thesis is the following. Chapter 2 introduces the basic
properties of a Rydberg atom that are used in later chapters. Chapter 3 discusses
the dimer interaction which forms the basis for embarking on the interesting few-
body and many-body problems. Numerous analytical properties of the molecular
potential are derived. We then separate the work into one part that deals with
atoms in structured environments (Chapter 4 and 5) and one part with atoms in
disordered envrionments (Chapter 6).
In Chapter 4, the extension is made from the diatomic interaction to the
polyatomic one. The molecular potentials are calculated for different spatial
geometries and different numbers of atoms. We predict the formation of the
Borromean Rydberg trimer in Chapter 5 with Ne atoms, with estimation of the
lifetime of such states.
Chapter 6 determines the broadening of the Rydberg level caused by nearby
gound-state perturbers distributed randomly in space. We performed 2D and 3D
simulations of the spectra for various number densities. In the 2D case, where
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the computational cost is still manageable, we simulated the spectra for high n.
There we found analytical features of the spectra, which can be characterised by
analytical formula derived from the results in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 7, we conclude and discuss the possible outlook of the work.






2.1 Rydberg series and quantum defects
The terms Rydberg atom and Rydberg states refer usually to highly excited
atoms, with a large principle quantum number. The name is due to J. R. Rydberg,
who in 1890s began to classify the spectra of atoms into seires of lines. He realised
that the wavenumber of the series members are related and that the wavenumbers
of the observed lines could be expressed as
νl = ν∞l − Ry
(n− δ(qd)l )2
, (2.1)
where l is the orbital angular momentum quantum number, ν∞,l is the series limit,
and δ
(qd)







where Z is the charge of the nucleus. The ground state of H is bound by 1
Ry = 13.6 eV = 0.5 a.u.. Table 2.1 shows a list of quantum defects for alkali
atoms. They are determined by either experiments or ab initio calculations. For
H atoms, the quantum defect is zero. For the other elements, the quantum defect
decreases as l increases. To understand why there is such a trend, one has to
understand the physical origin of the quantum defect.
The existence of the quantum defect can be explained by the presence of
the core electrons. For most processes involving highly excited atoms, especially
atoms with unclosed shells, the core electrons can be considered as inert which
do not participate. Thus, the state of the atom is solely labelled by the state of
the outer-most electron, i.e. the highly excited one, and the many-electron atom
is well approximated by a single-electron model with an effective charge e due
to screening. However, the wave function of the Rydberg electron, which resides
mostly far away from the core, still has a small portion that penetrates into the
core. This portion of the wave function sees a less-screened, and hence a more
attractive, nucleus. This results in a shift of the wave function towards the core,
9
Figure 2.1: The illustration of the classical orbits of an hydrogen-like atom. The
outer classical turning-point of the excited electron scales as n2, and so is the
radius of the atom. The ellipticities E of the orbits are given by Eq. (2.19).
The complex structure of the core can be simplified to a point-like particle with
effective charge e.
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Table 2.1: The quantum defect δ(qd)for vaious alkali atoms [Gal94].
ns np nd nf
Li 0.39947 0.47263 0.00213 0.0003055
Na 1.34797 0.855 0.015543 0.001663
K 2.1802 1.7139 0.2771 0.010098
Rb 3.13109 2.6458 1.3472 0.016312
Cs 4.04933 3.5699 2.4699 0.03337
Table 2.2: Scaling properties of Rydberg atoms [Gal94], and the corresponding
values for Na atom.
Property n dependence Na (10d)
Binding energy n−2 0.14eV
Energy spacing n−3 0.023eV
Orbital radius n2 147a0
Geometric cross section n4 68 000a20
Dipole moment n2 143a0
Polarisability n7 0.21MHz cm2/V2
Radiative lifetime n3 1.0µs
Fine-structure interval n−3 -92MHz
as illustrated in Fig. 2.2, and a lower binding energy. The core penetration is the
most severe for low-l states in a high-n manifold, hence δ(qd) is the larger for lower
l. From the above argument, one can deduce that for heavier atoms that have
more attractive nuclei, the shift of the wave function is larger. It is customary to
define an effective principle quantum number,
n∗ = n− δ(qd)l , (2.3)
to take account for the modification by the quantum defect. The values of quan-
tum defects are either calculated from first principles, or extracted from exper-
imental data. Their values for most alkali-metal atoms are compiled in Table
2.1.
Bohr showed that the energy levels for a bound electron in the Coulomb field






For atoms with non-zero quantum defects, n is to be replaced by n∗.
2.2 A note on scaling relations
Excited atoms possess many elegant scaling relations with its principle quantum
number. Table 2.2 shows a list of properties and how they scale with n. Among
them, we mention here in particular that the energy spacing for a hydrogen atom





Hence, the lifetime limited by spontaneous decay increases as n3, which explains
why Rydberg atoms are long-lived. For alkali atoms, an empirical formula can
be used to calculated its lifetime. This is [Gal94]
τ = τ0(n
∗)αt , (2.6)
where the parameters τ0 and αt differ between atomic species which can be found
in Ref. [Gal94].
2.3 Properties of Coulomb wave functions
In this section, we review some of the properties of the Coulomb wave functions
important for their numerical evaluation. Here, we are mainly concerned with
bound-state properties, i.e. for the negative energies. A comprehensive collection
of the other properties can be found in Ref. [Sea83, Sea02].
It is accustomary to set the energy of the electron to be zero at the ionisation
threshold. For positive energies, the wave function is said to be unbound or in
the continuum. It can have an infinite spatial extension, and the enegry of the
electron can take any value up to infinity. For negative energies, the wave function
are bound classically by the turning points of the potential. It has to satisfy the
boundary conditions that the wave function vanishes both at the origin and at
the asymptote.
The time-independent Schro¨dinger equation for an electron moving in the








ψ(~r) = Eψ(~r), (2.7)
where me is the electron mass, and Z is the net charge of the core after screening
by the valence electrons. The first term is the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian,
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the the radial wave functions in the state 10s for H, Rb
and Cs atoms as a function of the scaled coordinate ln(r). The wave functions
of the alkali atoms are shifted towards the nucleus due to the penetration of
the electron into the core. Also indicated are the classical radii of the atoms
rc = 2n
∗2, beyond which the wave functions decrease exponentially.
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and the second term is the Coulomb potential with r denoting the distance of
the electron from the centre of nucleus. The spherical symmetry of this problem

























where θ and φ are the polar and the azimuthal angles, respectively. The total
wave function can be accordingly separated ψ into a radial part and an angular
part,




where Ylm is the spherical harmonics (see for example Ref. [Fri94]), and l and
m are the orbital angular momentum and the magnetic quantum numbers re-
spectively. Substituting Eq. (2.9) into the Schro¨dinger equation yields the time-
















Φ(r) = 0. (2.10)
The two linearly independent solutions to this second order differential equation
play central roles in describing the radial wave function. They are the regular
solution, fl(E, r), and the irregular solution, gl(E, r) that are π out of phase to
each other in the classically allowed region, where they have oscillatory behaviour.
In this region, the radial wave function is given by the linear combination of these
two solutions as,
Φ(r) = fl(E, r) cosπδ
(qd)
l − gl(E, r) sin πδ(qd)l . (2.11)
The behaviours of the solutions fl(E, r) and gl(E, r) at the origin are the same
in the case of positive and negative energies, namely,
fl(E, r) ∝ rl+1, (2.12)
gl(E, r) ∝ r−l. (2.13)
So that the regular solution approaches to zero whereas the irregular solution
diverges there and has to be discarded on physical grounds. The asympotic
behaviours of these two solutions for E < 0 can be expressed in terms of increasing
and decreasing exponential functions ul(n
∗, r) and vl(n
∗, r) by [Sea83]
fl → ul(n∗, r) sinπn∗ − vl(n∗, r) exp(iπn∗), (2.14)
gl → −ul(n∗, r) cosπn∗ + vl(n∗, r) exp[iπ(n∗ + 1/2)]. (2.15)
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Table 2.3: The computed values of radial expectation values are compared to
available data in order to check the quality of our Rydberg wave function. In the
case of H atom, the result is compared to the exact value from Eq. (2.16).
Configuration This work Data
H 〈5s|r|5s〉 37.5 37.5
〈6s|r|6s〉 54.0 54.0
〈10s|r|10s〉 150.0 150.0
Rb 〈5s|r|5s〉 5.22 5.20 [LCM73]
Cs 〈6s|r|6s〉 5.70 5.66 [LCM73]
In order to obtain the radial wave function Φ(r), the radial Schro¨dinger equa-
tion (2.10) is solved by the Numerov method described in Appendix B. The wave
functions Φ(r) calculated by this method for H, Rb, and Cs atoms in state 10s
are shown in Fig. 2.2.
2.4 Radial expectation values
In order to check the quality of the numerical Rydberg wave function, we com-
pare the radial expection values 〈r〉 ≡ 〈n, l|r|n, l〉 for H, Rb and Cs atoms with
available data. For hydrogen atoms, the following analytical formula gives the
exact value [BS57]
〈n, l|r|n, l〉 = 1
2
[
3n2 − l(l + 1)] . (2.16)
The comparison of our numerical results agree with the exact hydrogenic values
with relative error at about 1 × 10−6. In Table 2.3 we further compare our
results and those of Rb and Cs atoms available from the literature [LCM73].
The agreement is good, with relative error being less than 0.5%. The main
contribution of the error in this case comes from the core penetration for ground-
state atoms. The ground state has a relatively large portion of wave function
inside the core, which is not exactly described by the quantum defect theory. As
the spatial extension of the wave function increases with n, this error is expected
to decrease.
As shown in Table 2.3, the values of 〈r〉 are much larger for the hydrogen
than for the alkai atoms. This is a direct consequence of the radial wave function
being shifted towards the nucleus due to the core penetration (see Fig. 2.2) in
alkali atoms, as elucidated in Section 2.1.
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2.5 Ellipticity and nodal structures of Rydberg wave func-
tions
Two other properties of the Rydberg wave function important to the subject of
our interest are their ellipticity and nodal structures, and how they are related to
the quantum numbers n, l and m. It can be shown that Bohr-Sommerfeld quan-
tisation of the angular momentum and radial momentum leads to the following








n(l + 1), (2.18)







Thus, it is clear that orbitals with a high n and a low l are highly elliptical.
Conversely, the states with l = n − 1 are circular. Their radius is given, for
Z = 1, by
rB = n
2. (2.20)
It also means that in the high-n degenerate manifold, there are more states with
high E than in the low-nmanifold. This eventually leads to the high polarisability
of highly excited atoms.
Relations between the nodal structure of the wave function and the quantum
numbers arise naturally from the quantisation of classical orbits in terms of wave
mechanics. While the principal quantum number n is the total number of nodal
surfaces plus one, the angular momentum quantum number l gives the number
of nodal surfaces through the origin. From the eimφ dependence in the wave
function, one sees that the magnetic quantum number m gives the number of
nodal surfaces around the z-axis. These properties are essential in explaining the
results obtained in Chapter 3 and 4.
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CHAPTER 3
Interaction of Rydberg and Ground-state Atoms
In the previous two chapters, we introduced the important properties of the Ryd-
berg atom, and how the interaction of particles is treated quantum mechanically.
They provide the basic knowledge which we will use extensively in the rest of the
thesis. This chapter formulates the problems that we will tackle, namely the inter-
action between a single Rydberg atom and the surrounding ground-state atoms.
We begin by writing down the theoretical treatment for the binary interaction.
The usual Born-Oppenheimer separation of the electronic coordinates from the
nuclear coordinates is used, which allows us to discuss the molecular curves and
the nuclear motion on different footings. We use semi-classical methods to obtain
the analytical expressions for the magnitude and position of the global potential
minimum in terms of the principle quantum number n and other fundamental
parameters. These were previously undetermined. These new findings provide
extremely useful informations for the determination of the spectral properties of
a Rydberg atom in the disordered environment, described in Chapter 6.
3.1 Diatomic interaction
3.1.1 Hamiltonian
When a ground-state atom approaches a Rydberg atom from the asymptote, it
first interacts with the loosely bound electron some distance close to the classical
radius of the excited atom rc = 2n
2. In a classical picture, the Rydberg electron
collides with the neutral perturber, and polarises it. As the perturber approaches
even closer, it starts to be polarised by the ionic core of excited atom, so the
ionic core plays a significant role at short distances. However, the phenomena
we are interested in occur at long range, where this polarisation is negligible.
The full Hamiltonian of the molecular system thus includes the kinetic terms of
the Rydberg ionic core Tˆion, the excited electron Tˆe, and the ground-state atom,
Tˆatom, as well as the interactions between them, Vˆion−e, Vˆatom−e and Vˆion−atom. It
reads
Hˆtotal = Tˆion + Tˆatom + Tˆe + Vˆion−e + Vˆatom−e + Vˆion−atom. (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: The coordinate system. O is the origin in the space-fixed frame.
The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation decribing the system with the total
















e ; t), (3.2)
where {~roi } are the generalised coordinates of the particles in the space-fixed
frame, as in Fig. 3.1.
To express the total Hamiltonian explicitly, we first write the kinetic energies
using their relations to the classical momenta Tˆi = ~p
2
i /2mi, where ~pi and mi are











+ Vion−e + Vatom−e + Vion−atom. (3.3)
In the subsequent sections we will find the corresponding quantum mechanical
version of the Hamiltonian.
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3.1.2 Separation of centre-of-mass motion
In order to study the relative motions of the nuclei, we eliminate the system
dependence on the centre of mass by first transforming the generalised coordinates
of the three particle system into the Jacobian coordinates. This means doing the
following tranformation for the spatial coordinates,
{~roion, ~roatom, ~roe} → {~x1, ~x2, ~x3}, (3.4)
accompanied by the corresponding transformations of the conjugate momenta,
{~pion, ~patom, ~pe} → {~π1, ~π2, ~π3}. (3.5)
The relationships between the positions and the momenta in the two systems can
be shown to be,
~x1 = ~r
o


























(mion +matom)~pe −me(~patom + ~pion)
me +mion +matom
, (3.10)
~π3 = ~pion + ~pe + ~patom. (3.11)
It can be easily shown that they satisfy the kinetic equations,
~πi = µi~˙xi, i = 1, 2, 3, (3.12)









µ3 = mion +me +matom.
(3.13)
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+ Vion−e + Vatom−e + Vion−atom. (3.14)
Taking a closer look, one easily realises that ~x3 and ~π3 are the coordinate and
momentum of the centre of mass. ~x1 and ~π1 are those for the relative motion
between the ion and the atom. ~x2 and ~π2 describe the electron from the centre of
mass of the atom and the ion. Noting the difference of mass between the lighter
electron and the heavier nuclei, ~π2 reduces simply to ~pe, and µ2 to me. The phys-
ical aspect of this approximation is that the time scale of the electronic motion is
much faster than that of the relative motion between the nuclei. This eventually
leads to the adiabatic, or Born-Oppenheimer, separation of the electronic and
nuclear coordinates.
In the next step, we express the momentum operators to the coordinate rep-
resentation by
~π1 → −i~∇R, ~π2 → −i~∇e, and ~π3 → −i~∇M . (3.15)
The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian is then obtained as











∇2M + Vion−e + Vatom−e + Vion−atom, (3.16)
where M is the total mass of the three particles, and we drop the index in µ1 for
simplicity.
3.1.3 Time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
The total wave function can now be separated into two parts: one that describes
the centre-of-mass motion, and the other that describes the relative motion be-







e ; t) = Ψ(
~R,~re)ΨCM(~rCM)e
−i(E+ECM )t/~. (3.17)
Substituting the above equation into the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
(3.2), one finds that each of the separated parts satisfies a corresponding time-
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ΨCM(~rCM) = ECMΨCM(~rCM). (3.19)
We have thus decoupled the relative motion from the centre-of-mass motion.
The relative motion described by Eq. (3.18), is the main focus of our study. For
convenience, we call the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.18) Hˆ ,







∇2e + Vion−e + Vatom−e + Vion−atom, (3.20)
and define the coordinates ~r = ~re + ~R/2 and ~r
′ = ~re − ~R/2 (see Figure 3.1) for
later discussion.
3.2 Fermi pseudopotential and low-energy scattering
In Eq. (3.20), Vion−e is the Coulomb potential −Ze2/r as in the case of a hydrogen
atom. The last two terms have the form,




Vion−atom = − α
2R4
, (3.22)
due to the polarisation of the neutral ground-state atom by the two charged par-
ticles, where the parameter α is the atomic polarisability. The potential Vion−atom
is only significant when the internuclear distance R . 100 a.u., since it decreases
like R−4. Thus, for many situations considered here, where only the long-range
properties are important, we can safely ignore this term.
A great simplification of the potential Ve−atom in a highly-excited system, first
made by E. Fermi in 1934 [Fer34], is the use of a point-like effective potential
that replaces the original form (3.21). The justification is based on that, the
range of the polarisation potential is extremely short-ranged compared to the
spread of the wave function of the Rydberg electron. In this picture, the neutral
atom is mainly interacting with the electron far away. Thus, one expects that the
asymptotic behavioiur of the scattering electron can be used to characterise the
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system. Moreover, because the electron has a low impact energy, only the low
partial waves are expected to contribute to the scattering process. In most cases
for an atom with a sufficiently high principal quantum number n, the inclusion of
only s-wave is adequate. Indeed, this so-called “Fermi-pseudopotential” is simply
a delta-function with the electron-atom scattering length, L, as its coefficient,
VF (~r
′) = 2πLδ(~r′). (3.23)
The scattering length L characterises, essentially, how attractive the polarisation
field is for a given atomic species.
In the early works of Fermi and others, the scattering length at zero electron
energy, L0, is used. This gives reasonable agreement between theory and exper-
iments [Fer34]. Later the concept of the energy-dependent scattering length was
introduced [OSR61, BS62] wherein the scattering length is defined as
L(R) = −tan δs
ke(R)
, (3.24)
with the s-wave phase shift δs and the local momentum of the electron, ke(R).
This definition is due to the relation (C.17). The local momentum of the elec-
tron is related to the total internal energy of the Rydberg atom through energy









The right hand side of the equation is the total internal energy subtracted by the
Coulomb potential. In the vicinity of zero energy, the modified effective-range
theory [OSR61] provides the following relation,
tan δ = −L0ke − π
3
αk2e . (3.26)
This is the modified version of the shape-independent approximation (C.18) for
a polarisation field. The zero-energy scattering length, L0, is equivalent to the
quantity a in Eq. (C.18). It can be determined in experiments or obtained from
ab initio calculations [BT00, BTF01]. Table 3.1 lists L0 and α for several atomic
species. By combining Eqs. (3.24) and (3.26), the energy-dependent scattering
length takes the simple form,




The original Fermi potential, as described above, was restricted to s-wave
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electron-atom scattering. The higher partial wave should be considered for higher
electron impact energies and for heavier perturbers (e.g. K, Rb, and Cs, etc.).
For heavier elements, the cores are larger due to higher occupied valence levels.
So the higher partial waves are also able to penetrate and polarise the core.
Another reason is the higher atomic polarisability, because the wave function of
the valence electron is more flexible in a manifold with higher n, the energy of the
system can be lowered more, and hence be made more attractive. For example,
the ground state of Rb is 5s in comparison with that of Li, which is 3s and the
large difference can be seen between the polarisabilities of a (5s)Rb atom and a
(3s)Li atom in Table 3.1. The total wave function is then more flexible, and the
energy of the system can be lowered more, hence more attractive.
The method of calculating the Rydberg-ground-state atomic interaction for
l > 0 partial waves, in the spirit of the Fermi-pseudopotential, was proposed by
A. Omont in 1977 [Omo77]. He obtained the Hamiltonian matrix elements for
the perturbation caused by p-wave (l = 1) scattering,
〈
j
∣∣∣Vl=1(~R)∣∣∣ i〉 = −6π tan δ1
k3e
∇φ∗j(~R) · ∇φi(~R). (3.28)
The p-wave phase shift in the low-energy region can be appoximated by the
analytical formula obtained by O’Malley and co-workers [OSR61],
tan δl =
πk2
4(2l + 3)(2l + 1)(2l − 1) , (3.29)
with the substitution of l = 1.
3.3 Born-Oppenheimer separation
Now we are ready to discuss the Hamiltonian Hˆ in a greater detail. The explicit
form of the Hamiltonian Hˆ (3.20) reads













It is clear that the second and the third terms together form the Hamiltonian of
a hydrogen atom. Therefore, we further separate Hˆ into two parts, one consists
of the sum of a hydrogenic Hamiltonian and the perturbation VF , and the other
consists of just the nuclear part. We name them Hˆe and HˆN respectively, such
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that,












Hˆ = Hˆe + HˆN . (3.33)
The Schro¨dinger equation for the relative motions of the diatomic system in the
centre-of-mass frame is
HˆΨ(~R;~re) = EΨ(~R;~re). (3.34)
We write the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation for fixed nuclei at relative
position ~R as,
HˆeΦp(~R;~re) = ǫp(~R)Φp(~R;~re), (3.35)
where Φp is the electronic wave function in a given state p. The orthogonality of




~R;~re)Φq(~R;~re) = δpq. (3.36)
In addition, the completeness of the set {Φp} at each given ~R implies that the





The expansion coefficients ψp describe the nuclear motions when the electronic
system is in state p. Inserting the expansion for Ψ into Eq. (3.34) and projecting
onto a given electronic state s, one obtains〈
Φs(~R;~re)

















ψs(~R) = 0. (3.39)
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The first term in Eq. (3.39) depends on the following operation,




ψp(∇2RΦp) + 2(∇Rψp · ∇RΦp) + Φp(∇2Rψp)
]
. (3.40)
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation assumes that electronic motion happens
on a much faster time-scale than the nuclear motion due to the mass differ-
ence. This means that the nuclear wavefunction is more spatially localised than
its electronic counterpart, hence ∇RΦ is negligible with respect to ∇Rψ in the
above equation, and only the last term in HN remains. By substituting this
into Eq. (3.39), we see that ψ and Φ decouple from the Schro¨dinger equation,





∇2R + ǫs(~R)− E
]
ψs(~R) = 0. (3.41)
Under this approximation the wave function can be separated into the electronic
part and the nuclear part.
3.4 Electronic potential curves
3.4.1 Symmetry considerations
Naturally, the symmetries of the molecular electronic curves from the pertur-
bation of the ground-state atom are determined by properties of electron-atom
scattering. The scattered electron wave function can be expanded in partial
waves Eq. (A.9) with orbital angular momentum L, whereby only the s-wave
(L=0) and p-wave (L=1) scatterings are significant due to the low energy of the
impacting electron. For high n, even the p-wave has negligible contribution due
to small electron impact energy. The scattered electron in each partial wave re-
mains bounded by the Coulomb field of the ionic core, and hence, each partial
wave, if not negligible, contributes to the adiabatic curves. Ingoring the spin-
orbit coupling, the symmetries of the scattered electron in a partial wave L can
be labelled by 2S+1L, where S is the total spin of the electron-atom scattering
system. For the two lowest partial waves, the electron can have the symmetries
1S, 3S, 1P , and 3P .
However, it is the projection Λ = |ML| of the orbital angular momentum L
onto the internuclear axis that characterises the molecular symmetry. For L=0,
the only possible projection is Λ=0 (labelled by Σ), while for L=1, the projections
Λ=0 and 1 (labelled by Σ and Π) are possible. The wave function with a Σ
symmetry has a nodal plane perpendicular to the internuclear axis, and one with
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a Π symmetry has a nodal plane along the axis. The Wigner non-crossing rule
states that two molecular curves that possess the same symmetry necessarily
avoid each other when they come close together [BJ83]. This implies that the Σ
curves from the S and P symmetries would produce an avoided crossing whenever
they approach each other. This can be seen in Fig. 3.5.
The spin-orbit coupling in the electron-atom scattering can be taken into
account by using the Kirchhoff integral method [Fab93, KCF02] to calculate
accurately the electron wave function within a region from the perturbing atom.
The wave function is then matched to that outside of this region. The scattered





3P2, and the adiatic curves split accordingly with additional
avoided crossing introduced (see Ref. [KCF02]).
3.4.2 Degenerate perturbation theory
In order to obtain the Born-Oppenheimer potential curve, we treat the system
perturbatively, and write the electronic Hamiltonian as a sum of the unperturbed
part and the Fermi-pseudopotential as the perturbation,
Hˆe = Hˆ0 + VˆF , (3.42)
where Hˆ0 is the Hamiltonian of the Rydberg atom,






This is justified because the perturbation from the neutral atom is much weaker
than the Coulomb field provided by the nucleus of the Rydberg atom. Since
the excited electron is described by a manifold of quasi-degenerate states, an
appealing way to further reduce the complexity is to assume that these states
are degenerate, and therefore hydrogenic. For many purposes this is a good
approximation that yields semi-quantitative results. This is because, for high n,
the low-l states which behave non-hydrogenically are statistically insignificant in
the whole of the degenerate manifold.
We assume a set of degenerate basis functions {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψd}, where d =
n2 − l2min (l2min being due to the non-degenerate states), which are the unitary
transforms from the hydrogenic wave functions {φ1, φ2, . . . , φd}. The new bases




Cpi |φp(~r)〉 . (3.44)
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To diagonalise the perturbation VˆF , the coefficients Cpi have to be chosen such
that the following condition is satisfied,〈
ψi
∣∣∣Vˆ ∣∣∣ψj〉 = ǫiδij. (3.45)
Substituting Eq. (3.44) into (3.45), and using the explicit expression for VˆF in
(3.23), we have

























An obvious way to diagonalise the perturbation and satisfy the right hand side
of Eq. (3.45) is to let Cpi = A
−1φ∗p(
~R)δ1i, where A
−1 is a normalisation constant.










For the basis function ψ to be properly normalised, the normalisation constant












































Figure 3.2: Comparison between the perturbation from the semi-classical ap-
proximation, Eq. (3.56), the smooth curve and the exact value, Eq. (3.50),
the oscillating curve, for Rb∗+Rb. The semi-classical approximation, Eq. (3.59),
estimates that the global minimum is situated at R = 1183a0.
Finally we can write Eq. (3.47) as










3.4.3 Analytical properties of the global potential minimum
The above expression of ǫ can be further simplied by using the Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin (WKB) approximation for the radial part, fnl(r) of the wave function


















Table 3.1: Atomic polarisabilities α and zero-energy scattering lengths by electron
impact L0. The last two columns show the position of the global minimum in
the limit of large n, and the parameter A associated with its depth. For He and
Ne atoms, L0 is positive, and thus R
+
min and A is undefined.
Elements L0 α R
+
min (a.u.) A (a.u.)
Li -7.12e 164.0d 4654 0.0234
Na -6.19e 159.2d 5803 0.0183
Rb -16.1b 319.2d 3448 0.0618
Cs -21.7b 402.2d 2979 0.0894
Fr -13.4b 317.8a 4935 0.0429
He 1.1784c – –







where p is the local momentum of the electron,
p(r) =
√
2/r − 1/n2 − (l + 1/2)2/r2, (3.53)
and r1 and r2 are the classical turning points. The next step is to express
Eq. (3.51) explicitly in terms of the radial and angular parts. If we align the axis
of projection along the direction of the internuclear axis, only the states with
m = 0 contributes to ǫ, since the m 6= 0 states vanish along this axis. Therefore,
the sum in Eq. (3.51) reduces to summing over only the l’s with m = 0. With


















where in the last line we have used the WKB expression for fnl(R) and replaced
the squared sine by its average 1/2. The summation over l is approximated by
an integral limited to l values such that p is real. The evalutation of the integral














where the substitution x = (l + 1/2)/R was made. Finally, from Eq. (3.51)











The expression (3.56), however, does not produce the small oscillations in the
potential, because the approximated radial wave function (3.52) is smooth. The
comparision between the results from semi-classical approximation and the exact
value are shown in Fig. 3.2. The small extrema are replaced by a global minimum,
the position of which we will now derive.
The analytical expression (3.56) gives us a good opportunity to explore the
properties of the Rydberg-ground-state interaction further. By differentiating
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where the local momentum ke is R-dependent as described before by Eq. (3.25).
To obatin the position of the minimum, we equate the content in the square







Since kme has to be positive, L0 must have a negative value. A positive L0 gives a
overall repulsive potential, and hence no global minimum. Writing ke explicitly








This means that for Rb atoms, which have polarisability α = 319.2 a.u. and
scattering length L0 = −16.1 a.u. [MSM74], the minimum of the molecular
potential curve is located at Rmin = 1183 a.u. for the excitation n = 30.
In Fig. 3.3, we compute Rmin vs. n from Eq. (3.59), to show how the position
of the minimum varies with the principle quantum number. The curves for several
different alkali atoms are shown, including those for Rb, Cs, and Fr atoms. As
we can see, the minimum of the potential Rmin increases like n
2 for small n, and
saturates for large n. This is due to the competition between the two terms in
the denominator of Eq. (3.59). For small n, the second term dominates and gives
Rmin → R−min ≈ 2n2, (3.60)
while for large n, the first term donominates, yielding






The reason for the existence of these two regimes is explained as the following.
When n is small, the electron impacting on the perturber has a higher energy.
The scattering length L and, hence, the adiabatic curve ǫ(R) then rise quickly
and become positive as R decreases. Therefore, the minimum is always close
to the first instance when the electron interacts with the perturber, which is
the classical radius rc of the Rydberg atom. For larger n, the Rydberg atom
becomes very polarisable, and the electron makes a farther excursion away from
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the nucleus. The property of the perturber thus becomes more important. If it
has a higher polarisablility α, it can sustain a stable configuration at a longer
distance, if not, the electron wave function is drawn more towards the nucleus
resulting in a shorter distance of the potential minimum.
Among the three species compared in Fig. 3.3, Fr offers the largest Rmin for
large n. This implies that the dimer formed with Fr atoms can be more stable at
a longer range than Rb or Cs atoms. An ideal atomic species that yields stable
configurations at long range requires, therefore, a large polarisability α and a
small zero-energy scattering length L0.
The depth of the global minimum ǫwkb0 can now be calculated by inserting the
expression (3.59) for Rmin into the expression (3.56) for ǫ
wkb. The result looks
very cumbersome if one does not make further analytical simplifications. We do
this by making use of the results obtained previously for the two limiting cases
R−min and R
+
min from Eq. (3.60) and (3.61), respectively. It is obvious that the
the first expression R−min is not useful, because its substitution leads to ǫ
wkb
0 = 0.
Thus, we start by assuming that n is large and substitute the form (3.61) for














































The n−3 scaling of ǫwkb0 is perhaps not surprising, since the energy spacing of
the hydrogen atom ∆ERyd also scales as n−3 (see Eq. (2.5)). We can, however,
compare the values of ǫwkb0 with ∆E
Ryd = 1/n3. The values of A for several
different atomic species, computed and listed in Table 3.1. As shown in the table,
the heavier alkali atoms produce potential minimum depths at 4-9% of the energy
spacing between the adjacent levels. The smallness of the pertubation compared
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Figure 3.3: Change of the position of the potential minimum, Rmin, with the
principle quantum number n, for Rb (dashed), Cs (dotted), and Fr (dash-dotted)
atoms.
to the unpertubed energy thus justifies the pertubative treatment, Eq. (3.42).
Moreover, we know from the expression (3.62) that this assumption holds for
arbitarily large n with the condition (3.64) fulfilled.
Taking one step further, we calculate the energy difference of the two adjacent
perturbed levels. This is
∆ǫwkb0 =
[
ERyd(n) + ǫwkb0 (n)












In the limit of small L0, the coefficient A becomes small. and the spacing ∆ǫwkb0
approaches ∆ERyd, as one should expect.
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3.4.4 Phase extraction
The analytical expression for the scattering length in Eq. (3.26) suffices for the
problem in which we are interested. It is, however, an approximation for the low-
energy limit. To accurately predict the interaction strength, one can improve the
approximation by calculating the phase shift numerically with ab initio methods
for higher energies, since this is important for low n and shorter internuclear
distance R, where ke becomes large and higher-order correction for Eq. (C.18)
is needed. The evaluation of the e−+Rb phase shift requires the development of
sophisticated computational techniques from first principles, that is too cumber-
some a task to embark on here, given that it is not our main focus. Fortunately,
there is a well established community of physicists who are interested in calcu-
lating the phase shifts, and the results agree well with experiments [BTF01].
There are, however, relatively few theoretical and experimental results for
heavier elements like Rb or Cs. The phase shift data are calculated by ab initio
methods down to only moderately low electron impact energies (≈ 2meV). These
methods tend to diverge when in the region of extremely low energy. The only
suitable method, then, is to connect smoothly the scattering length L(ke) from
higher energies, provided by ab initio calculations, to the zero-energy limit, where
the effective range theory is valid. In the zero-energy region, the formula (3.27)
is used to extrapolate L to higher energies, providing a base for the smooth
connection of the two regions.
For Rb, we take the numerical phase shift data from the ab initio calculations
of Bahrim et al [BTF01], and obtain the scattering length L from the definition
in Eq. (3.24). The resulting curve is then smoothly connected to the values given
by the modified effective-range theory, as illustrated by Fig. 3.4. The two curves
are joined between E = 1.8 meV and 0.1 meV numerically by an interpolation
algorithm based on cubic splines [PTV02].
3.4.5 Diagonalization using quantum defect wave functions
In this section, we take into account the the quantum defect, and use the nu-
merical Coulomb wave functions described in Chapter 2, instead of hydrogenic
wave functions. For the lower-l states in the quasi-degenerate manifold, the en-
ergies deviate away from the hydrogenic energy by small amounts. These are
measured by the quantum defect δ
(qd)
l (Table 2.1), and their values are given by
the expression (2.4). The deviation is small enough that they still participate
in the state-mixing that eventually gives rise to the molecular potential well.
We now consider how this deviation affects the molecular curve. How does the
inclusion of quantum defects significantly changes the potential curve obtained
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Figure 3.4: The matching of scattering length L(ke) between the ab initio data
(from Ref. [BTF01, HGS02]) and the values obtained from the modified effec-
tive-range theory Eq. (3.27).
using hydrogenic orbitals? It is clear that the molecular curves would converge
asymptotically to the atomic energy levels ERydn . Since the non-hydrogenic wave
functions are slightly shifted, the positions of the extrema are also expected be
shifted.
In order to obtain the potential curves by diagonalisation, we first have to
obtain the Hamiltonian matrix elements. This is formally identical the method
by which elements the matrix elements (3.45) are derived. That is, we diagonalise
the Hamiltonian Hˆ in the eigenfunctions of the unperturbed Hamiltonian Hˆ0. In
this case, that the wave functions φi are non-hydrogenic for l below a certain
value and that the diagonal parts are modified by the quantum defects. These
diagonal matrix elements are obtained by diagonalising the unperturbed part of
the Hamiltoninan Hˆ0, 〈
ψi
∣∣∣Hˆ0∣∣∣ψj〉 = ERydn δij . (3.66)
The higher-l states can be still be considered hydrogenic as the inclusion of quan-
tum defects produce negligible alteration to the molecular potential.
We use the diagonalisation routine of the numerical library NAG [Gro07], and
the Hamiltonian matrix elements, Eqs. (3.66) and (3.46), to obtain the potential
curves shown in Fig. 3.5 for Rb. They can be compared to the calculation using
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Figure 3.5: The Σ Born-Oppenheimer curves obtained by diagonlisation with
quantum defect wave functions as the basis set. The corresponding atomic states
in the separated atom limit is labeled bellow the curves. The solid curves are
the energy eigenvalues from s-wave scattering only, while the dashed curves in-
cludes the contribution from the p-wave. The p-wave contribution gives rise to
an avoided crossing at R ≈ 1200 a.u., which can destablise the bound molecular
states.
purely hydrogenic wave functions.
3.5 Electronic wave functions
The wave function corresponding to the potential curves in the low-l class is shown
in Fig.(wavefunc). Since it is degenerate, it is simply the wave function of the
unperturbed Rydberg atom. The high-l quasi-degenerate states, however, form a
more interesting perturbed wave function. From Eq. (3.44) and the substitution
of Cpi = A
−1Φ∗nl0(






~R) |φnl0(~r)〉 , (3.67)
where lmin is the lowest l-state in the quasi-degenerate manifold. The large
number of orbital angular momentum states in the n-manifold superpose with
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Figure 3.6: The lowest few vibrational wave functions in the 87Rb dimer potential
corresponding to Fig. 3.5.
each other to form a highly polarisable system, and the electron cloud becomes
elliptical with its foci located at the two centres (see Fig. 1.1). This geometry
is, of course, due to the contribution from the highly ellipical low-l states in the
degenerate manifold, elucidated in Chapter 2. In fact it was shown that [GHG01],
at the small minima of the potential oscillations (see Fig.3.5), the Hamiltonian Hˆe
becomes approximately separable in elliptical coordinates, where the perturbed
wave function can be well described by one of the corresponding eigenstates. This
wave function is often referred to as the “trilobite” state [GDS00, KCF02, LR06]
due to its resemblance with the ancient animal bearing the same name that
became extinct 250 million years ago. This is also the only homonuclear dimer
known to have a permanent electric dipole moment.
3.6 Rovibrational motions
Having discussed the potential curves given by the electronic states and their wave
functions, we now turn our attention to the nuclear motion. The nuclear wave
function in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation ψs for a given electronic state
s (assume the total orbital angular momentum L is zero) can be separated into a
vibrational part with a vibrational quantum number v, and a rotaional part with




−1F sv,J(R)YJ,MJ(θ, φ). (3.68)













F sv,J(R) = 0 (3.69)
where the reduced mass is µ = mRb/2, and the normalisation condition for the
bound vibrational wave function,∫ ∞
0
F sv′,J(R)F sv,J(R) dR. = 1. (3.70)
The electronic energy ǫs(R) is, in fact, the adiabatic curve (3.51) we have dis-
cussed in great length in the previous sections. Es,v,J is the energy eigenvalue
of the bound state. To determine the value of Es,v,J and the bound-state wave
function F sv,J(R), we use an algorithm based on the Numerov method described
in Section B.1, with Φ being now F sv,J .
The lowest few vibrational wave functions are calculated for the adiabatic
curves formed by the degenerate states (30fgh..)87Rb+(5s)87Rb, shown in Fig. 3.6.
For the moment, we neglect the rotaional motion, and let the rotaional quantum
number J = 0. The lowest three vibrational states are found to locate at energies
-12.2 GHz, -12.0 GHz and -11.7 GHz, and their dynamics are heavily influenced
by the small potential oscillations.
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CHAPTER 4
Rydberg Atoms in Structured Environments
In this chapter, we come to the main interest of this thesis, namely, how a Ryd-
berg atom is affected under the collective pertubations frommultiple ground-state
atoms. We will see that the adiabatic potential curve of the molecular system is
not simply additive with respect to the number of the perturbers as commonly
thought (though the total energy is). Instead, the potential is dependent on the
relative positions and the orientations of the perturbers and, hence, the geometry
of the system. In order to analyse this dependence, the perturbers are arranged
in a structured environment, and their positions are varied equidistantly in order
to obtain a cut in the multi-dimensional potential surface. The underlying sym-
metry properties in the potential curves and their connection to the geometry
of the structure will be revealed with the use of symmetry-adapted orbitals. We
start with a short review of the thoery of normal vibrations, which separates the
total Hamiltonian into subsystems. This allows us to analyse the motions of the
polyatomic system in a vigorous manner.
4.1 Normal coordinates and normal modes
4.1.1 Harmonic expansion about the equilibrium configurations
The motions of N particles in the three-dimensional space are described by 3N
coordinates, and the energy can be written as the sum of kinetic energy T and
potential energy V , namely,
H = T + V. (4.1)
The kinetic energy can be written classically in terms of the Cartesian displace-















where mα is the mass of the α-th particle. For simplicity, this equation can
be re-written in terms of the mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coordinates
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q1, . . . , q3N defined by
q1 = m
1/2
1 x1, q2 = m
1/2





2 x2, · · · q3N = m1/23N z3N
(4.3)







Now we turn our attention to the potential energy V . About the equilibrium




































qiqjqk + . . . ,
(4.5)
where Ve is the electronic energy when the nuclei are in the equilibrium configura-
tion. The subscript e on the partial derivatives indicates that they are evaluated
at these positions. Since the potential is a minimum at the equilibrium points,






Moreover, with the omission of the higher order terms, Eq. (4.5) becomes














This is the familiar form of a harmonic potential V = 1
2
kx2, and from the sub-




In order to make the Hamiltonian fully separable, the double sum over the parti-
cles in Eq. (4.7) has to be reduced to a simple sum of squared coordinates. This
can be achieved by a linear transformation from the set of variables {qi} to {Qi},
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which are called the normal coordinates. Our targeted forms of the kinetic and















The coefficients λ are obtained by solving the secular equation
det(uij − δijλm) = 0. (4.9)
Once this is achieved, the Hamiltonian becomes separable into 3N parts that are
described by mutually independent coordinates. Thus, the equations of motion
can be solved separately for each of the coordinates Qi. These independent
motions represented by the coordinates Qi are called normal modes. The total
energy is then the sum of the energy eigenvalues in all the normal modes, and
the motion of the system of N particles may be considered as a superposition of
3N independent simple harmonic motions.
Since we are interested only in the vibrations of the polyatomic molecule, we
can separate out the terms in Eqs. (4.8a) and (4.8b) that represent the trans-
lational and rotational motions. In a three-dimensional space, there are three
coordinates to decribe the translational motion. In the case of rotation, three co-
ordinates are also needed in general, apart from linear molecules, which require
only two angles to fix the moecular axis. By separating out these motions, we
know that there are (3N − 6) or (3N − 5) coordinates that describe the normal
vibrations depending on if the molecule is linear or not. Mathematically speak-
ing, this separation of coordinates coorresponds to the (3N − 6) or (3N − 5)
number of zero λi’s from solving the secular equation Eq. (4.9). The Schro¨dinger




















vib is the vibrational energy in the kth mode.
The quantities λk are related to the fundamental frequency, ωk, of the normal
mode k by λk = ω
2
k. Knowing the fundamental frequencies, we can calculate the
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where nk = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the quantum number in the normal vibrational mode k.
This expression is, of course, only accurate if the motion is close to the equilibrium
position, so that the harmonic approximation holds. We will in Chapter 5 discuss
the case when the particles move in the region far away from the the equilibrium
positions, where the anharmonicity can longer be neglected.
4.2 Extended Fermi-pseudopotential
To understand the vibrational motion of the few-body system, the potential curve
Vi for each normal vibration has to be determined. This is the electronic adiabatic
curve given by the peturbation of the neutral pertubers, as discussed previously
in Section 3.4. However, here we have to take into account of the collective
perturbation from multiple perturbers. Hence, we extend the original Fermi-




Li(Ri)δ(~r − ~Ri), (4.13)
where ~Ri is the position of the ith atom, and N is the total number of the atoms.
The strength of the perturbation is measured by the energy-dependent scattering
length on each individual pertuber as a function of its distance Ri from the
Rydberg core. The similar technique was, in fact, used to describe slow neutron
scattering on surfaces, successfully, whereby arrays of constituent atoms in solids
are modelled by a similar expression as VˆFN [ML71].
Assuming that the Hamiltonian can be separated into the electronic part and
the nuclear part as before (see Section 3.3), we write the electronic part of the
Hamiltonian Hˆe as
Hˆe = Hˆ0 + VˆFN , (4.14)
in analogy with Eq. (3.42). The total perturbation is the sum of the contributions
from all the perturbers, namely,
∑N
i=1 ǫ(Ri). In the case where all the perturbers
are at the same distance R away from the Rydberg atom, which we will assume
for the rest of the chapter, the averaged perturbation is the dimer potential ǫ(R).
Thus, as we will see later that some features of the dimer potential is recognisable
in the multiple-perturber scenario.
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4.3 Determination of Adiabatic Energy Curves
Under the adiabatic approximation, the energy levels calculated from the Hamil-
tonian Hˆe give, automatically, the electronic structure of the molecular system
involving N + 1 atoms. If we consider all the degrees of freedom, the result-
ing multi-dimensional surface would be impossible to analysise. Fortunately,
equipped now with the knowledge of the normal mode analysis from Section 4.1,
we can analysise the system with one degree of freedom at a time. The natu-
ral starting point is the breathing mode, which corresponds to variation of the
distance R = R1 = R2 = . . . from the equilibrium configuration. Thus, we de-
termine a cut through the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) potential surface for systems
with N = 2, 3, and 4 ground state atoms which are uniformly placed on a circle
with radius R centered at the Rydberg core. These three cases correspond to
linear, triangular, and square geometries, respectively. The Rb atoms are chosen
with the triplet e−+Rb interaction as in Chapter 3. We calculate the BO curves
using two methods: (i) the direct diagonalisation of Hˆ ; and (ii) the projection
operator method [Lev75] to construct symmetry-adapted orbitals and determine
the BO curves from standard perturbation theory. Both methods are accurate,
but the latter gives a deeper insight into the quantum mechanical properties such
as the energy degeneracy. Here, we present calculations for n = 30, which also
allow us to compare our results directly with that previously obtained for the
Rb2 dimer [GDS00, KCF02].
4.4 Collinear Triatomic Molecule (N=2)
Consider two ground-state atoms (A and B) placed on either side of a Rydberg
atom with distances R forming a collinear triatomic molecule. This configuration
corresponds to N=2, and the numerical result of the BO curves are plotted in
Fig. 4.1.
In order to understand the splitting of the energy levels, we use the perturbed
state |ψn(~r)〉 when only one of the two ground-state atoms is present as the
building block for constructing the total electronic wave function. This is similar
to the linear combination of atomic orbitals often used in electronic structure
calculations [Cow81, Fri94]. The two wave functions, which clearly satisfy the
parity of the collinear geometry, are
|ψ+(~r)〉 = |ψAn (~r)〉+ |ψBn (~r)〉, (4.15)
and
|ψ−(~r)〉 = |ψAn (~r)〉 − |ψBn (~r)〉, (4.16)
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Figure 4.1: Adiabatic energy curves for the linear diatomic (dotted line) and
triatomic molecule (solid lines) as a function of distance R between Rydberg
and ground-state atoms, see also the sketch for the triatomic molecule with the
Rydberg atom in the middle. The solid lines are the results from diagonalization,
and the points (+) and (◦) are the enegry expectation values calculated from the
symmetry-adapted orbitals Eq. (4.15) and (4.16), respectively. The E = 0 lies at
the energy of the n = 30 manifold.
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Figure 4.2: Sum of probability densities
∑
l |φnl(~R)|2 for states with even and
odd angular momentum components l as a function of the radial distance.
where the superscript A and B are the labels of the ground-state atoms; |ψAn (~r)〉
and |ψBn (~r)〉 are the trilobite wave functions when only atom A or B is present.
By choosing the projection axis zˆ so that it aligns with the internuclear axis,
the only degenerate states that contribute are those with non-zero value along
zˆ. They are in this case the states with m = 0, as for the dimer. The functions
|ψAn (~r)〉 and |ψBn (~r)〉 can be expressed in the basis of the Rydberg wave functions








where A+ is the normalisation factor. The parity of the Rydberg wave function
implies that φ∗l (
~RA) = (−1)lφ∗(~RB), which simplifies the above equation to (with




























The expectation values of the perturbation in both parities E+ and E− are
E± ≡ 〈ψ±|VˆFN |ψ±〉
= 〈ψ±(~r)|
[











With the substitutiong of Eq. (4.18) and (4.20) for the parity wave functions and
using the notation L(R) = L(RA) = L(RB), we obtain













l = even for E+,
l = odd for E−,
(4.23)
where fnl is the radial part of the hydrogenic wave function φnlm(~R) = fnl(R)Ylm(θ, ϕ),
and we have expressed the spheric harmonics explicitly using its definitions in
Appendix(?).
Hence, we see that, with the inclusion of the second perturber, two curves
split away from the n-manifold, with one corresponding to gerade and the other
to ungerade symmetry. They both converge at large distance to the curve when
only one ground-state atom is present. However, they split from each other
approximately within R/rB ≤ 1 (with rB defined in Eq. (2.20)), which can be
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Figure 4.3: Cut of the electronic probability density along the internuclear axis
at the deepest point of the potential well, R = 879. The black contour lines
show the probibility density of the trilobite (diatomic) wave function, and the
background coloured plot is for the N = 2 (collinear triatomic) configuration.
The ground-state atoms are located at (x, z) =(0,±879) and the Rydberg atom
at (0, 0). The two white solid lines show the classical Kepler ellipses.
seen from the sum of the probability densities of even-l and odd-l states. They
differ when the overlap 〈ψBn |ψAn 〉 is not exponentially small, see Fig. 4.2. This
feature is general for all principle quantum numbers. The additional splitting
also suggests that the system can be more stable with the inclusion of more
than one neutral perturber, a situation we will investigate in more detail in the
following sections.
In Fig. 4.3, we show the contour plot of the probability density of the diatomic
and triatomic systems at the interatomic distance Rm = 879, which corresponds
to the deepest potential energy. The special minimum configuration can be most
clearly identified by means of the classical Kepler orbits along which the two
trilobite states of the molecule are scarred (see also Ref. [GHG01]). Each Kepler





























































































Figure 4.4: Illustration of the geometry of the (a) C3,v and (b) C4,v configurations.
The dashed lines are the planes of reflection. The shaded and the solid circles
are the ground-state and the Rydberg atoms respectively.
4.5 Planar Polyatomic Molecules of Triangular and Quadratic
Shape (N=3,4)
For N ≥ 3, we choose zˆ to be perpendicular to the plane containing the atoms.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the spacial geometry of the complexes. The degenerate
states that contribute are the states with even (l +m), because the states with
odd (l +m) have a nodal plane along θ=0. The resulting adiabatic curves from
diagonalisation of the corresponding perturbation VˆFN for N = 3 are shown in
Fig. 4.5.
For the N = 3 case, three energy eigenvalues split away from the n-manifold,
and as in the case of N = 2, beyond rB they converge to the BO curve for
the dimer case. Note, however, that two of the energy levels are degenerate at
any given distance within rB, indicating that there are additional symmetries
preserved under the perturbation of the ground-state atoms. To elucidate these
symmetries, we again use the trilobite state as basis functions to construct the
relevant symmetry-adapted orbitals. But unlike in the previous collinear config-
uration, where taking account of the parity as the relevant symmetry is intuitive,
we have to use a systematic approach for N=3 or larger. A method which has
been used extensively to find the symmetry-adapted orbitals is the projection
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Figure 4.5: The three adiabatic energy curves gi for a triangular configuration
as a function of Rydberg–ground state atomic distance R (see Fig. 4.4a). The
coding of the data is analogous to Fig. 4.1.






χ∗j (Rˆ)OˆRf , (4.24)
where OˆR is the operator for a particular symmetry operation Rˆ, e.g., rotation or
reflection, etc.. The lj and χj are, respectively, the dimension and the character
of the j-th irreducible representation (irrep) of the symmetry group, to which
the system belongs, while h is the order of the group. The sum extends over all
symmetry operations in the group. This equation allows us to find the symmetry-
adapted functions {gi} from any original basis set {fi}. The general proof of this
proceedure can be found, for example, in section 6.6 of Ref. [Sch65].
The name of this procedure originates from the fact that the pre-factor in
front of f in the above equation can be viewed as a projection operator that
projects the basis set {fi} into a basis set {gi} that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian







Table 4.1: Character tables of the irreducible representations of (a) C3,v and (b)
C4,v [SW72]. The labeling follows the conventional rules.
(a)
E 2C3 3σv
Γ1 1 1 1
Γ2 1 1 -1
Γ3 2 -1 0
(b)
E C2 2C4 2σv 2σd
Γ1 1 1 1 1 1
Γ2 1 1 1 -1 -1
Γ3 1 1 -1 1 -1
Γ4 1 1 -1 -1 1
Γ5 2 -2 0 0 0
can be represented by a unitary matrix.
The configurations of N=3 and 4 correspond to the symmetry groups C3,v
and C4,v, and their character tables of the irreducible representations are shown
in Table 4.1.
We find that in the N=3 case, the representation of the symmetry opera-
tions using the trilobite state as the basis set contains only two of the total
three irreducible representations, Γ1 and Γ3 (see Table 4.1(a) and Appendix D.1
for details), which are one- and two-dimensional respectively. The symmetry-
adapted orbitals constructed will then, according to the fundamental theory of
quantum mechanics, consist of a non-degenerate and two degenerate states. They
are, repectively, g1, g2 and g3 shown explicitly in Eq. (D.5), (D.6a) and (D.7) in
Appendix D.1.
The energy expectation values,
〈VˆFN(R)〉gi ≡ 〈gi|VˆFN(R)|gi〉, (4.26)
calculated using the gi-functions i = 1, 2, 3 are plotted in Fig. 4.5. As expected,
the two curves belonging to Γ3 overlap with each other at all distances R. Note
that applying PˆΓ2 onto any of the basis functions produces zero, which is a general
feature when the irrep is not contained in the overall representation.
The same analysis for the C4,v symmetry reveals that the overall represen-
tation contains Γ1, Γ3, and Γ5 (see Table. 4.1(b)), with the first being one-
dimensional, and the second and the third two-dimensional (see Appendix D.2
for detail). Hence, there are two sets of doubly-degenerate BO curves and a non-
degenerate one. Applying Eq. (4.24), we obtain the symmetry-adapted orbitals
gi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 as shown in Eq. (D.11)-(D.14) in Appendix D.2. The adiabatic
energy levels from the analytical and numerical results are plotted in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Same as Fig. 4.5, but for a square geometry with a ground-state atom
at each corner (see Fig. 4.4b) with four energy curves gi, see text.
Again, the graph shows a perfect agreement between the two results.
4.6 Optimal structure
It is interesting to ask the following question: what happens if we continue the
process of placing more ground-state atoms as in the preceeding sections, namely,
uniformly on a circle. Is there an optimal configuration in terms of the depth
of the potential well as a result of the perturbation, Eq. (4.13). There is indeed
such an optimum. This is due to the angular dependence of the wave function
φ, which comes in via the spherical harmonics Ylm in the atomic wave function.
As discussed in Chapter 2, there are 2m notes in the azimuthal direction. This
means that the wave function with the magnetic quantum number m has 2(m−1)
maxima. The maximam m in the degenerate manifold of n = 30 is (n− 1) = 29,
so the optimal case is when 58 atoms are placed on the ring at the peaks of
the wave function. This results in the set of potential curves shown in Fig. 4.7.
In such a configuration, the quantum number m is a good quantum number,
because the operator Lˆz commutes with the Hamiltonian Hˆe, i.e. [Hˆe, Lˆz] = 0.
All l-states that have the same |m| mix together resulting in a single curve. Thus,
the curves are labelled by the absolute value of the magnetic quantum number
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Figure 4.7: Adiabatic energy levels for a Rydberg atom excited to n=30 sur-
rounded by N=58 ground state atoms on a circle of radius R, from the diagonal-
ization of VˆFN . The dashed line indicates the single atom case.
|m|. The sign of m is irrelevant here due to the time-reversal symmetry of the
atomic orbitals. Flipping the zˆ-axis into the opposite direction causes no physical
change to the system. Or in other words, the electron see the same system when
travelling clockwise or counter-clockwise around the zˆ-axis. Each curve shown in
Fig. 4.7 is, therefore, doubly degenerate. The deepest potential well originates
from the circular state with |m| = 29. Its depth (≈50 GHz) is more than three
times deeper than the minimum in the dimer case. The dimer potential is also
plotted in the graph as dashed line. One can see the obvious concentration of
the curves about the dimer potential, because it is the averaged value of all the
curves, as pointed out in Section 4.2.
Another intersting feature in the N=58 potential curves is that, the expo-
nentially decaying tail begins at a shorter distance for higher |m|-curves. This is
due to the different classical radii of the constituent degenerate l-states. As the
l-states become more elliptical, the exponential tail starts at a farther distance.
4.7 Discussion
We have used the Fermi pseudo-potential to model the effect neutral Rb ground-
state atoms have on a Rydberg electron. Cuts through the resulting potential
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surface, adiabatic in the distance of the ground-state perturbers from the ionic
core of the Rydberg electron, have been calculated for different arrangements
of the ground-state atoms which form planar polyatomic molecules. We found
that more ground-state atoms lead to more deeply bound molecules compared to
the original diatom as studied by Greene and coworkers [GDS00]. A systematic
understanding of the structure and symmetry of such molecules can be gained
by taking the trilobite (diatomic) wave function as a basic unit and constructing
symmetry-adapted orbitals as demonstrated in Section 4.4 and 4.5. For two
ground-state atoms the procedure is relative simple and intuitive, while three or
more ground-state atoms require a systematic approach, such as the projection
operator method.
In the case where N is larger than the number of degenerate states qmax, our
method of constructing the perturbed wave function should still work, and will
yield only qmax linearly independent states.
The effect of p-wave electron scattering plays an important role especially in
hydrogen-like atoms. Our calculations can be extended into the case of higher
partial wave scattering by using the appropriate pseudo-potentials formulated by
Omont [Omo77]. Previous studies [HGS02, KCF02] for dimers show that the
potential curve of the p-wave scattering crosses the potential well at R ≈ 1200,
and could potentially destabilize the trilobite while also providing additional po-
tential wells. It will be also interesting to see how the spatial arrangement of the
atoms affect the energy of the system in this process, since the potential is now





Atomic species with a positive electron-atom scattering length L0 such as neon
atoms induces a repulsive trilobite interaction. However, due to the nodal struc-
ture of the Rydberg wave function, the series of small potential wells in the
adiabative curve raises the possibility of trapping metastable states in a globally
repulsive potential. In this chapter, we show that in the diatomic interaction
these potential oscillations are too weak to trap any quasi-bound state. However,
with the inclusion of a third atom, the splitting of the adiabatic curve makes the
well deep enough to support quasi-bound states. Thus, the Rydberg complex
is Borromean in nature, i.e. the two-particle subsystem is unbound while the
three-body system is bound. We will determine the lifetime of such trimer in the
metastable state. Further implications will be discussed in the last section.
5.1 Normal modes of a linear trimer
In Section 4.1 of the previous chapter, we introduced the normal coordinates and
normal mode analysis. For a linear trimer, there are four normal vibrational
modes, shown in Fig. 5.1. Among them, the two bending modes are degenerate
due to a rotation about the internuclear axis of 90 degrees. The other two modes
are the symmetric stretch (SS) and the asymmetric stretch (AS), both of which
move along a fixed axis linking the three atoms. As elucidated in Section 4.1 of
the previous chapter, the Hamiltonian is separable in normal coordinates, and
we use the notations Q1, Q2a, Q2b and Q3 for the SS mode, the two AS modes































where di and ci denote the reduced masses and the curvatures, and V0 is the
potential at the equilibrium position. The curvatures are known parameters
which can be determined from the shape of the potential. To express the normal
coordinates explicitly, we define Q1 as the displacement of the right-most particle
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Figure 5.1: The normal vibrations and the corresponding normal coordinates
from Eq. (5.2). (a): The symmetric stretch mode, (b) and (c): the two degenerate
bending modes, and (d): the asymmetric stretch mode.
in the SS mode (see, Fig. 5.1-a) from the equilibrium separation R = R0, while
Q2a, Q2b and Q3 are defined as the displacements of the middle particle in the
two AS (Fig.5.1-b and -c) and the bending modes (Fig. 5.1-d), respectively. The
coordinates in Eq. (5.1) are different from those in Eq. (4.8) in that, here, they
are not weighted by mass.
To obtain the reduced masses dii, we first express the Cartesian displacement
coordinates in terms of the symmetry coordinates Qi. They are (see also Eq. (II,
146) in Ref. [Her91])
x1 = − m2
m1 +m2
Q2a, y1 = − m2
m1 +m3
Q2b, z1 = −Q1 − m2
m1 +m3
Q3, (5.2a)
x2 = +Q2a, y2 = +Q2a, z2 = +Q3, (5.2b)
x3 = − m2
m1 +m3
Q2a, y3 = − m2
m1 +m3
Q2b, z3 = Q1 − m2
m1 +m3
Q3, (5.2c)
where xi, yi and zi are the Cartesian displacement coordinates of the ith particle
from the equilibrium position with zˆ along the internuclear axis pointing to the
right. Substituting the expressions (5.2) into Eq. (4.2) for the kinetic energy, and
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comparing with (5.1a), one obtains
d1 = m1 +m3, d2 = m2 +
m22
m1 +m3




In order to use the harmonic approximation, the λ coefficients in Eq. (4.8b) have
to be determined by solving the secular equations Eq. (4.9), which in this case
are,
c1 − λ1d1 = 0,
c2 − λ2d2 = 0,
c3 − λ3d3 = 0.
(5.4)


























where ωi is the vibrational frequency in the i-th mode, and mNe is the mass of a
Ne atom (m1 = m2 = m3 = mNe).
5.2 Potential curve of Ne∗+Ne
We want to understand the interaction of the diatomic system in order to cal-
culate the potential surface of the triatomic system. In a highly-excited atom,
the electron spends most of its time far away from the nuclear core, as can be
seen from the form of the Rydberg electron wave function, which increases its
amplitude with distance from the nucleus. Hence, as one would expect, the neu-
tral perturbers interact more strongly with the ionic core at small R, and more
strongly with the electron at large R.
At approximately R = 70 a.u., the ionic Ne++Ne interaction start to domi-
nate, and the character changes from a valence one to an ionic one. Thus, in the
region R . 70 a.u., the e−+Ne interaction can be safely ignored. At much shorter
distances (R . 8 a.u.), where the electron clouds of the ion and the neutral atom
overlap considerably, the potential has to be obtained from ab initio methods
[CS74]. In the long-range part, however, the potential varies according to the
polarisation field −α/2R4, where α is the polarisability of the atomic species (see
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Table 3.1). This potential tail becomes completely dominated by the e−+Ne in-
teraction for R > 70 a.u. for Neon atoms. The transition from the short- to the
long-range parts usually involves a smooth connection of the potential curves at
where the electron clouds begin to overlap.
Neon atoms have a positive e−+Ne scattering length, therefore the long-range
part of the potential is purely repulsive. However, its undulation due to the
oscillation of the electron Rydberg wave function might support quasi-bound
states. Further more, the splitting due to parity in the case of trimer might give
even deeper local potential wells.This is the topic of this chapter.
The total adiabatic (electronic) energy of the system can be written as
Eadtot(R) = E
Ryd
n + V (R) + VNe+
2
(R), (5.6)
where the first two terms are the energy of the unperturbed Rydberg atom,
Eq. (2.4), and the perturbation of the ground-state atom approximated by the
Fermi-pseudopotential, Eq. (3.51). The third term is the molecular potential of
Ne++Ne interaction. For the short-range part of VNe+
2
, we use the ab initio data








at R = 8, and interpolate through the values of V as
Ne+
2
at R = 8.5, 10,
and 11 a.u.. The resulting potential curve is shown in Fig. 5.3.
V (R) is calculated as described in Chapter 3. In the limit where the local
kinetic energy of the electron is near zero, the effective range theory Eq. (3.27)
is used to calculate the scattering length. For energy larger than 0.003 eV in
the e− + Ne system, there is ab initio phase shift data [Sah90], which can be
used to connect the scattering length described by Eq. (3.26) to higher energies
accurately using the values L0 = 2.613 a.u. and α = 0.2218 a.u. from Ref.
[Sah90]. The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 5.2.
In Fig. 5.3(b), we show the total energy Etot as a function of an effective






such that in the limit of R→∞, n′ → n. In the other limit where n′ →∞, the















Figure 5.2: The potential V ′(R) = Eadtot − ERydn shown in the logarithmic scale.




5.3 A convenient coordinate transform
For convenience, we define the following coordinates in the normal modes, such
that in the bending and AS modes, the system is in a frame where only the
middle particle moves,






where R0 is the interatomic distance at a potential minimum. The Hamiltonian



























Substituting Eq. (5.8) into Eq. (5.9), we obtain the the following reduced masses


























Ne+ + 2p Ne
ERyd
nl Ne + 2p Ne
(a)













30l Ne + 2p Ne
Ne  + 2p Ne+
(b)
Figure 5.3: (a) The Ne++Ne (2Σu) potential with matching of the short-range
part to the long-range part −α/2R4 at R=8 a.u.. The energy of the Rydberg
dimer nlNe+2pNe in the asymptotic limit is marked as the dashed line. The
energy difference between the two asymptotic energies is the energy of the Ryd-
berg atom ERyd Eq. (2.4). (b) The effective quantum number n′(R) defined by
Eq.(5.7).
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Table 5.1: Summary of the curvatures and frequencies at the equilibrium positions
R0 = 718 a.u. and R0 = 850 a.u.. The potentials at the minima V (R0) and the
total energies E0tot of the lowest quasi-bound states, including the electronic and
vibrational energies, are also shown. All values are shown in atomic units.
R0 kSS ωss kB ωB
718 4.50× 10−11 2.48× 10−8 3.54× 10−11 3.80× 10−8
850 2.40× 10−11 1.79× 10−8 3.18× 10−11 3.60× 10−8
R0 kAS k
L
AS ωAS V (R0) E
tot
0
718 −2.55× 10−13 −1.25× 10−11 2.27× 10−9 1.07× 10−7 5.55713× 10−4
850 −1.78× 10−13 9.88× 10−12 1.89× 10−9 7.30× 10−8 5.55673× 10−4
Note that the above new coordinates coincides with the Jacobian coordinates
apart from a factor of 1/2 in R. In the following sections, the potential curves
are evaluated with the coordinates defined in Eq. (5.8), because it is easier to
visualise.
5.4 A quasi-separable Hamiltonian
With the new coordinates defined in Eq. (5.8) we write the total potential as




B(ρb) + VA(ζ)− 3V0 , (5.11)
and the total wave function as
Ψ(R, ρa, ρb, ζ) = φ(R)χa(ρa)χb(ρb)ψ(ζ) . (5.12)
This separate system allows us to analyze its dynamics with the true potentials,
which involve tunnelling through barriers, instead of those of the simple harmonic
oscillators. The similar method is used for linear trimer in Ref. [MS84], for
example.
In the following sections, for convenience we will not distinguish between ρa
and ρb unless it matters.
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Figure 5.4: Adiabatic curves in the symmetric stretch mode (c.f. Fig. 4.2). The
dimer potential is plotted as the dash-dotted curve for comparison.





















Figure 5.5: Vibrational wave functions of the outer-most well in the SS mode cal-
culated using the Numerov method for bound-state calculation. The solid curve
shows the ground vibrational state, which is very well bound by the potential
barrier, whereas the first excited state (dashed) has significant tunneling through
the barrier on the right.
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5.5 Symmetric stretch
Our numerical calculation of the potential surface cut in the symmetry coordinate
R shows a series of oscillations, shown in Fig. 5.4. If one of the two ground-
state atoms is absent, the oscillations are too weak to support any bound states.
However, in the triatomic case, the potential curve splits into two curves with
opposite parities, giving rise to much deeper potential wells. The nature of the
splitting is precisely due to the parity of Rydberg wave functions discussed in
Section 4.4. Thus, these curves can be described, likewise, by Eq. (4.23).
The width of the potential wells decrease as R decreases, because the local
momentum of the Rydberg electron increases. The large widths of the outer-
most wells imply the possibility of them supporting bound states. We show
that this is indeed the case. In the following, we investigate the equilibrium
configuration at R = 718 a.u. and 850 a.u., corresponding to the outer-most
wells in the odd and even potential curves as shown in Fig. 5.4. We discuss the
normal vibrations expanded about these potential minima, which have values
V (R = 718) = 1.07× 10−7 a.u. and V (R = 850) = 7.30× 10−8 a.u..
In the symmetric stretch mode, we obtained the curvatures kSS and the de-
rived frequencies ωss from Eq. (5.5), which are listed in Table 5.1.
Using the harmonic approximation, the ground vibrational state is found to
be at EHv0 = 9.09×10−8 a.u., which is the only bound state below the height of the
barrier (1.0279× 10−7 a.u.). However, due to anharmonicity of the actual curve
this energy might lie lower. Therefore, we performed a bound state calculation
using the Numerov method described in Appendix B.3. Two levels were found
at Ev0 = 8.11294× 10−8 a.u. and Ev1 = 9.40000× 10−8 a.u.. The wave functions
are shown in Fig. 5.5, from which it is apparent that the v = 0 state is strongly
bound, while for the v = 1 state is it not the case. So an open-channel calculation
has to be done in order to determine accurately the energy of the v = 1 state as
well as its lifetime, which will be done in Section 5.9.2.
5.6 Bending
To investigate the bending mode, we first look at the potential curves V (ρ) at
various fixed values of R. In the long-range region where R > rB = n
2, the
two eigenvalues are always degenerate as shown in Fig. 5.7b. As the distance R
decreases, the splitting of potential curves at ρ = 0 starts to appear in accordance
with the oscilliations in the SS mode. Moreover, there exist also oscillations along
the ρ direction, shown in Fig. 5.7 and 5.6. Asymptotically, the adiabatic curves in
the bending mode converge towards the dimer potential, similar to the SS mode
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Figure 5.6: Adiabatic curves in the bending mode (a) for the global features,
and (b) in the vincinity of the equilibrium configuration. The curve in (b) is
the relavent one for supporting the metastable state linear trimer. Two sup-
ported states are indicated by the horizontal dashed-lines at 9.10×10−8 a.u. and
1.27× 10−7 a.u..
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Figure 5.7: Bending mode in the vincinity of (a) R=1200 a.u. and (b) 1600 a.u.
From these figures, it is clear that the eigenvalues in the bending mode become
completely degenerate at large R.
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as can be seen in Fig. 5.6a.
Fig. 5.6 shows the adiabatic curves in the bending mode about the equilibrium.
Although the depth of the potential well is similar to the one in the SS mode, the
width here is wider, which is approximately 700 a.u.. Using the same analysis as
in the previous section, we determined the curvature kB and the frequency ωB
from Eq. (5.5), which are listed in Table 5.1.
5.7 Asymmetric stretch
Fig. 5.8 shows the potential along the distance ζ starting at several different values
of R. The degeneracy of the two eigenvalues at ζ=0 for R > rB is consistent with
the results in the SS mode. For R < rB, the curves split resulting in an upper
well and a lower saddle. The degeneracy and the splitting are further analysed
around the first intersection at R=767 a.u., shown in Fig. 5.8b.
In the AS mode, the relavent potential curve for the system in the metastable
state here is the lower saddle. For large |ζ |, the Rydberg atom moves towards
either of the ground-state atoms, and the system approaches to the dimer limit.
It is eventually bounded globally by the potential wall provided by the Ne++Ne
interaction (see Fig. 5.9). The states above the saddle point necessarily belong
to the trimer system, and for those below, the system exists in either of the two
dimer potentials, causing the trimer to fragment eventually into Ne∗2+Ne.
It is also interesting, however, to consider the upper curve in the AS mode.
The system is bound by the repulsive two-body interaction, which sustains it in
a stable three-body state.
Due to the enormous width of the potential well set by the repulsive walls
close to the ground-state atoms (≈1700a.u.), the energy spacing ~ωAS would be
extremely small. We can estimate this by approximating the global potential as
a square well with hard boundaries. The energy levels are given analytically by
n2π2~2
2µL2
, which is on the order of 10−11a.u.. Since this is a few order of magnitudes
smaller than the energy spacings in the other modes, we can regard the zero-point
energy in the AS mode as infinitesimal. The spacing between the vibrational
modes in the dimer region should be also of the same order.
Since if the potential V is expanded about the equilibrium position ζ = 0,
we would get a local curvature due to the small oscillations. We denote this
quantity kLAS. The local curvatures in the AS mode can switch from positive
to negative at different R0, but the global curvatures kAS are always such that
kAS < 0 for the lower potential curve and kAS > 0 for the upper one. The values
of kAS are determined by fitting the lower potential curve with a parabola, within
the region where the Ne+Ne+ interaction is small in order to exclude the deep
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Figure 5.8: Asymmetric stretch mode at different equilibrium positions with
different values of R’s. (a) shows the emergence of the splitting. (b) At the
vicinity of the first conical intersection R=767 a.u..
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potential wells close to the perturbers. Their values are listed in Table 5.1.
5.8 Potential Surfaces
As in the conventional analysis of linear trimers [Her91], one can ignore the
bending motion. It is even more so in the present case due to the long interatomic
distances, which makes bending negligible compared to the SS and AS motions.
With one dimension less, the potential surface in the SS and AS coordinates
can be visualised in a 3D plot. We define the coordinates r1 = z2 − z1 and
r2 = z3 − z2 as the distances from the Ryberg core to the two ground-state
atoms, and calculate the perturbation as a function of these two parameters.
The resulting surfaces in the long-range part and the short-range part are shown
in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. The axes corresponding to the SS and the
AS modes are indicated in the diagram. As shown, there is very little oscillation
in the AS-axis, while the oscillation in the SS-axis is more pronounced. Fig. 5.11
shows clearly that the asympototes in the AS mode connects to the ionic Ne+Ne+
potential.
The two surfaces intersect each other only along the SS-axis, because the two
eigenvalues diverge from each other in the perpendicular AS direction. Along
this axis, there exist a series of conical intersections, where the two energy
eigenvalues become degenerate. The existence and properties of these inter-
sections in polyatomic molecules have received much attention in recent years
[Yar96, Ana92, GKC07]. When the system wave function is transported around
a closed loop that encloses a conical intersecting point, it aquires an additional
phase that are termed the geometric or Berry phase [Ber84, Yar96, Ana92].
5.9 Stability
For the moment, we neglect the coupling of the two potential surfaces due to
the presence of the conical intersections. This is expected to be small since
the ground-state vibrational wave function in the lower surface is very localised
around R0, which decays exponentially towards the closest conical intersection.
There are then three main factors affecting the stability of the Rydberg linear
trimer. The first is the coupling between the close-lying vibrational states of the
dimer potential present in the AS mode. This causes the system to cascade down
from the trimer region of the potential into the dimer regions on either side, see
Fig. 5.9. As a result the trimer disintegrates into a dimer and a monomer. The
second cause of instability comes from the presence of the conintuum behind the
potential barrier in the SS mode and the bending mode. Quantum mechanics
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Figure 5.9: (a) The upper and lower potential curves in the AS mode at R0 = 850
a.u.. (b) and (c) show the curves at different regions of (a) in detail. In (b) the





















































Figure 5.10: (a) Potential surfaces in the long-range region of the trimer ne-
glecting the bending motion. The dot at (850,850) indicates the system at the
equilibrium position, and the arrow illustrates the combined motion in the SS
and AS modes. The system eventually decays via the saddle structure in the
AS mode. (b) and (c): Contour plots of the lower (left) and the upper (right)
































































Figure 5.11: (a) Potential surface in the short-range region of the trimer neglect-
ing the bending motion. The two surfaces connect to the ionic Ne+Ne+ potential
(see Fig. 5.3) in the range where r1 and r2 are small. (b) and (c): Contour plots
of the lower (left) and the upper (right) surfaces.
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allows the particles to tunnel through the barrier and escape into the open re-
gion. The molecule then disintergrate into fragments of a Rydberg atom and two
ground-state atoms. In both cases, we can provide very reasonable estimate for
the lifetime of the quasi-bound molecule.
The third one is the break-down of the harmonic approximation, assumed
when we neglected the higher-order terms in Eq. (4.7). The violation of this
assumption means that the Hamiltonian is no longer fully separable in the nor-
mal coordinates, and the motions expressed in these coordinates then necessarily
couple to each other. A stable motion in a given coordindate, when coupled to
another mode, might become unstable. This factor affects the system, however,
only indirectly by coupling the SS mode and the bending modes to the less stable
AS mode. As long as the anharmonicity of the potential curve is small in the
course of the particles’ oscilliation, this coupling is small. In the present case, a
harmonic potential closely mimics the shape of the actual potential well, thus,
the instability induced by this coupling should be much less than that caused by
the previous two effects, which we consider in the following sections.
5.9.1 Coupling of vibrational states in the AS mode
When the spacing between the levels are smaller than the broadening of the
levels, the levels overlap with each other. This overlapping of levels causes them
to interact and induces the transition between them. Such interaction occurs for
the normal vibration in the AS mode, owing to the thermal broadening of the
atomic gas. An ultracold atomic gas has typically the temperature from 1µK to
a few dozens of micron-Kelvins. 1µK translates into approximately 3×10−12a.u..
Additional experimental errors might introduce further broadening and hencing
bringing the width of the level comparable to the estimated gap between adjacent
vibrational levels (≈ 10−11a.u. in the previous section). The worse case, where
levels are extremely dense, can be approximated by classical treatments. This
statement is nothing else but an application of the Bohr correspondence principle
[Coh05].
Since the system locates on a saddle point in the AS mode, when treated
classically, it has the possibility to “roll” downhill into the two-body potential
with the disintergration of the trimer. Therefore, we estimate the stabliliy of the
trimer state to be appoximately the reciprocal of the fundamental frequency ωAS,
which yields
τAS = 2π/ωAS ≈ 56.7 ns (5.13)
for |kAS| = 1.7824× 10−13a.u.. This classical treatment, of course, sets the lower
limit for the lifetime caused by this instability.
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5.9.2 Tunnelling in the SS and bending mode
In the SS and bending mode, the trimer states are subject to tunnelling through
the barrier into continuum. The lifetime τ of these quasi-bound states can be
predicted by calculating the energy derivative of the asymptotic phase shift δ of







where Er is the resonant energy corresponding to the energy of the metastable
levels. In order to calculate the phase shift, first we write the Schro¨dinger equation






+ V (R)− Ek
]
φSS(R) = 0, (5.15)
where Ek is the kinetic energy of the particle. The zero kinetic energy lies on the
separated atomic potential, or the n = 30 Ne atomic energy level.
By numerically solving Eq. (5.15) with the Numerov method and phase-
matching the numerical solution with the asymptotic one (as described in Ap-
pendx B.4), we determined the phase variation δ(E) in the vicinity of the first
excited quasi-bound state Ev1 in the SS mode estimated in Section 5.5. From the
position of the peak of the derivative dδ/dE (see Fig. 5.12), we determine the
exact energy for the v = 1 quasi-bound state, which is Ev1 = 9.403549×10−8 a.u..
Its height gives the lifetime according to Eq. (5.14), which yields τv1 = 6.746×1011
a.u. = 16.32µs.
Alternatively, the lifetime of the quasi-bound state tunneling through a po-
tential barrier can be estimated by the semi-classical approximation described in
Ref. [Chi74]. The width of the resonance Γ can be determined, and hence, the







where ωL is the local energy level spacing which can be estimated by harmonic
approximation as in Section 5.5 or by taking the energy difference with an ad-
jacent level. The exponent ǫ is related to the classical action in the tunneling






Table 5.2: The system parameters for calculating the tunneling lifetime of the
quasi-bound states using the semi-classical approximation.
v Ev (×10−8) a b ωL (×10−8) τ s
0 8.112940 878.96 1173.60 1.0079 243.801 s
1 9.403549 936.20 1097.51 1.2906 11.5957µs


















Figure 5.12: Variation of the phase derivative for the first excited quasi-bound
state obtained by numerical calculation. Its peak height gives the tunneling time




2µSS(V (r)− Ek)/~2. (5.18)
With the input parameters listed in Table 5.2, we obtained for the lifetime
of the first excited state τ sv1 = 11.60µs, which is in good agreement with the
numerical results obtained earlier. For the ground vibrational state, the numer-
ical method does not provide enough resolution to resolve the phase variation.
Therefore, the semi-classical method is the only appropriate method in this case,
which yields τ sv0 = 243.8 s with the parameters in Table 5.2. Such a long life
time is of course due to the enormous barrier through which the particle has to
penetrate and the heavy mass.
Since in the bending mode, the system has to penetrate through a potential
barrier of similar thickness to the one in the SS mode, we can safely assume that
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their tunneling time are of the same order. The only relevant decaying mode is
thus the AS mode, which we will consider in the next section.
5.9.3 Overall stability
The lifetime of the metastable molecule, τtot can be determined by combining the













Since τB and τSS are orders of magnitude smaller than τAS, the overall lifetime
is approximately set by the lifetime in the AS mode, i. e. τtot ≈ τAS ≈ 57 ns.
One way to prolong τAS is to decrease the gradient of the potential about the
saddel point in the AS mode. This could be achieved by having a wider separation
between the two ground-state atoms. A higher n gives a metastable configuration
at a larger R, therefore a higher n might be better. But the tunnelling rate in
the SS mode become larger due to the decrease of the well depth and width.
Therefore, an optimal principle quantum number in between these two regimes
is expected to give the most stable Rydberg Borromean trimer.
It is useful to know how the curvature of the saddle changes analytically
with system parameters, like the principle quantum number n or the zero-energy
electron scattering length L0 of the atom. We analyse this in the following way.
As before, we fit the actual potential with a parabolic function to obtain the
curvature, kAS. This function can be written as




where V0 is defined as the height of the saddle and the parabola is to cross the ζ-
axis at ζ = ±ζ0, roughly the positions of the two ground-state atoms. By solving





Since in this equilibrim position (the outer-most poential minimum) the two
ground-state atoms are roughly separated by n2, the parabola should then crosses






The height of the saddle can be approximated by using the WKB expression
for the dimer potential ǫwkb Eq. (3.56). For the outer-most potential minimum,
























For atoms with small polarisability α, the second term can be neglected, due to
the order of dependence on n. Or more specifically, when the α/L0 is close to or
less than unity, the second term can be safely neglected. This is at least the case








Substituting Eq. (5.24) into Eq. (5.22), we obtain the curvature for the linear



























In Fig. 5.13, we plot the lifetime τAS against the principal quantum numer
n using expression Eq. (5.27). The values of τAS at the outer-most minima are
determined by fitting the lower AS-curve, as in Section 5.7, for a few chosen n
for comparison. As shown by Fig. 5.13, the expression (5.27) agrees very well
compared to the data points.
It is very interesting indeed that the lifetime has a non-trivial n4 dependence.
This means that that rate at which the system cascades down into the dimer
region in the potential landscape can be signifigantly reduced by increasing the
principle quantum number. Choosing an atomic species with heavier mass and a
smaller zero-energy electron scattering length also helps.
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Figure 5.13: The lifetime τAS at the outer-most potential minimum as a function
of the principal quantum number n. The solid line is the result from the analytical
expression (5.27). The dots show the lifetimes determined at a few chosen n by
fitting the corresponding lower AS-curves, as in Section 5.7.
5.10 Discussion
5.10.1 Total vibrational energy
From the results in Section 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, we determine the total ground-state






v0 = 4.4163× 10−8 a.u. for the trimer
at R0 = 850 a.u. measured from V (R0). With the inclusion of electronic energies
V (R0) (see Table 5.1 and ERyd, we find the total energy of the quasi-bound trimer
as Etot = 5.55673 × 10−4 a.u.. The corresponding values for R0 = 718 a.u. are
Evib = 5.04482× 10−8 and Etot = 5.55713× 10−4 a.u.. These values are of great
importance for experimental realisation of the Borromean trimer. The laser used
for the associative process has to be tuned correctly to these energies in order to
excite the system into the Rydberg complex.
5.10.2 Realisation
The calculation of the lifetime due to tunnelling in Section 5.9.2 readily suggest
two ways of observing the metastable states. The first one is the scattering of two
ultracold ground-state Ne atoms approaching equidistantly from both sides of an
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highly excited Ne atom along a line. The temporarily formed bound system at the
resonant energy then fragments through the less stable AS channel, which acts
like a loss mechanism. A dip in the cross-section of recoil process in the SS channel
around the resonance energy is thus expected. However, the precise control of the
orientation of the incoming particles might be too difficult in experiments. The
long lifetimes of the metastable states mean that the resonance widths would be
too narrow to observe, though the state v = 1 close to the dissociation limit with
a shorter lifetime might be able to be resolved. The second suggestion is to begin
with ultracold ground-state atoms arranged along a linear axis in the equilibrium
configuration by optical lattices or optical tweezers. The atoms of course do not
interact with each other at such a long range when they are in the ground state.
However, by exciting one atom into the Rydberg state, the interaction can be
switched on, and the system can be excited to the metastable levels with lasers
tuned to the resonant energies.
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CHAPTER 6
Rydberg Atoms in Disordered Environments
In the last two chapters, we discussed the influence of nearby pertubers on the
Rydberg atom in an environment with a definite spatial symmetry. Of course, it
is perfectly sensible to ask the question: what happens to a Rydberg atom in an
environment without this structure? In fact, a disordered or gaseous configuration
is perhaps easier to obtain from the experimentalists’ point of view as it does not
require the careful manipulation of atoms with optical lattices. In this chapter
we examine the characteristics of the system influenced by randomly distributed
ground-state atoms, and how its properties change with physical parameters such
as the density of the gas and the principle quantum number of the Rydberg
atom. In closing, the connection will be made between the theory and possible
observable effects.
6.1 Spectral profile – an intuitive picture
In this section, we use intuitive arguments to derive the form of the Rydberg
excitation spectrum ρ(ω) of a two-level atom surrounded by nearby perturbers.
Here, the nuclear motion is neglected, and we assume that the perturbers are
quasi-static. The intensity profile of the spectrum then depends entirely on the
distribution of the perturbed electronic energy levels in the energy domain, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.3, which is in turn determined by the spatial distribution of
the perturbers. First, we consider the case of a single perturber.
In the case of a single pertuber, there is only one adiabatic curve splitting away
from the n-manifold as described in Section 3.4 (see Fig. 3.2). The spectral profile
ρ(ω) in the frequency interval dω is evidently proportional to the probablility of
finding an atom in the interval between R and R + dR. Therefore,
ρ(ω)|dω| = N 4πR2|dR|, (6.1)
where N is the number density of the perturbing atoms inside the volume VRyd
within the classical radius of the Rydberg atom rc Eq. (1.2). After re-arranging
the expression (6.1), we obtain the simple formula for the analysis of spectral
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of the simulated and analytical spectra for single pertuber
distributed in 2D and 3D. The ω = 0 point is set at the energy of the degenerate











where we have substituted N = 1/(4πr3c/3). The intensity in the case of a single
perturbing atom at frequency ω is thus proportional to the inverse of the gradient
of the adiabatic curve ǫ in Eq. (3.47).
The interesting question is how the energy spectrum changes if multiple per-
turbers are in the volume VRyd, simultaneously interacting with the Rydberg
atom. This can of course happen provided the gas is sufficiently dense and the
excitation of the atom is sufficiently high. The theoretical description must then
extend beyond the binary approximation. We consider first only the excitation
n=30, and will later investigate the effect of changing n.
6.2 Spectral profile for a single perturber
As we saw in Chapters 4 and 5, the number of perturbed energy curves is given by
the number of perturbing atoms. This means that when we increase the density of
the gas for a system with fixed excitation n, the number of energy splittings from
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the n-manifold also increases. The multi-dimensional potential surfaces from an
N -perturber system cannot be analysed by the methods described previously due
to their immense complexity. The most appropriate quantity to characterise the
system is the density of states, in analogy with the intensity ρ(ω) discussed in
the previous section. The excited atom, thus, acquires a many-body character
that can be probed, for example, by laser light.
The normalised density of states of a Hamiltonian with 3N degrees of freedom





δ[~ω − ǫ(~x)] d~x(3N), (6.3)
where the superscript 3N denotes the dimension of the quantity. From this
equation, the intensity for the single-perturber scenario (N=1) Eq. (6.2) can be
derived. We perform this derivation for two- and three-dimensional systems. For
a 2D system, the perturber is uniformly distributed on a disc enclosed by rc, so
the area is V = πr2c ; while for a 3D system, the volume is V = VRyd as before.
Using the appropriate coordinate transformations from the Cartesian coordinates
to spherical coordinates,
∫







δ[~ω − ǫ(R)]Rq−1 dR, (6.4)
where q = 2, 3 is the dimension. The integral involving the delta-function can be






where xi’s are the real roots of g(x), and we obtain the formula describing the












The index i labels the roots of the equation,
ǫ(R) = ~ω. (6.7)
So, for a curve like ǫwkb in Eq. (3.56) (see also Fig. 3.2) there are at most two
roots for a given frequency ω. Of course, it has the same form as Eq. (6.2) and
can be obtained by substituting q=3 in Eq. (6.6).
Apart from calculating the intensity profile from the formula (6.6), we can
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simulate it by using a random number generator to distribute the perturber ran-
domly on a 2D disc or in a 3D sphere. For each position R, the eigenvalues
are recorded in bins of frequency interval ∆ω. By averaging the one eigenvalue
that splits aways from the n-manifold over many spatial realisations, one ob-
tains a single-particle spectrum. This simulated spectrum should be described
by the analytical expression (6.6). We perform this comparison by using the
WKB-approximated potential curve ǫwkb in (3.56), because the roots of an highly
oscillatory curve is difficult to find. The numerical simulation is done also with
this curve for comparison. By averaging the eigenvalues over 107 samples, we
obtain the simulated intensity profiles for both 2D and 3D systems, which agrees
perfectly with Eq. (6.6) as shown by Fig. 6.1. In the figure, only the red side
(ω < 0) of the spectrum is shown. The intensity on the blue side (ω > 0) is
negligible due to the sharp repulsive slope of the potential.
Although the direct evaluation from Eq. (6.6) becomes more difficult for the
exact adiabatic curve, this is not the case for the numerical simulation. We simply
use the exact potential curve ǫ(R) in Eq. (3.51) for the numerical sampling instead
of ǫwkb, and obtain the intensity profile ρ(ω) shown in Fig. 6.2. Since the intensity
ρ(ω) is inversely proportional to the slope of the adiabatic curve, singularities
occur at the extrema of the adiabatic curve, where the gradient vanishes. This
correspondence is also shown in Fig. 6.2. Moreover, as one clearly sees, the slopes
on either side of a given peak leading to a divergence in the spectrum indicate
if they are local minima or local maxima. A peak with a slope on the red side
and a sharp cut-off on the blue side represents a maximum, and vice versa for
a minumum. A peak with gradual slopes on both sides represents a point of
inflection.
6.3 Density of states for N perturbers
The numerical simulation of the density of states can be extended from a single
perturber to include multiple perturbers by randomly distributing N atoms in
each realisation. A histogram can be obtained as in the previous section, and
this is averaged with respect to the number of samples and the number of atoms
N . The resulting spectrum is an ensemble-averaged density of states. However,
the computational cost in the N -perturber case is unfortunately much higher due
to the number of basis functions required for diagonalising a multi-dimensional
system. Unlike the 1D problem for the binary interaction, which requires only
n basis functions, we now require n2/2 and n2 degenerate bases for a 2D∗ and
∗When the atoms are distributed on a 2D surface, the zˆ-axis can be chosen such that the
Rydberg wave functions with odd (l + m) are zero on this surface, so only half of the total n2
degenerate states contribute.
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Figure 6.2: The intensity profile from the exact adiabatic curve ǫ(R) Eq. (3.51) for
a single pertuber distributed in 3D . The correspondence between the divergences
and the extrema of the small oscillations in the potential curve are shown by
dashed lines
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Figure 6.3: The 3D ensemble-averaged density of states for various number of
atoms. The approximated analytical curve for N=1 is also shown. The broad-
ening on the far right with increasing N is clearly shown. The two humps at
ω ≈ 1.3GHz correspond to the extrema of the small oscillations in the multi-
-dimensional potential surface (see also Fig. 6.2). The discontinuity indicated
by the arrow is caused by the cut-off of the atom distribution at rc. When the
distance beyond rc is considered, the curve would continue to rise exponentially
until ω=0.
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a 3D system, respectively. It is, therefore, very useful to first perform the 2D
calculations to check the results before embarking on the full 3D calculations.
Fig. 6.3 shows the results from the full 3D simulation for different numbers of
perturbers ranging from N=2 to 20, with corresponding densities 5.5×1014cm−3
and 5.5 × 1015cm−3, respectively. Such densities are nowadays achievable ex-
perimentally by cooling alkali-metal atoms to reach the regime of Bose-Einstein
Condenstates [DGP99, WBZ99, Leg01]. When two perturbers are present inside
the Rydberg atom, two humps can be seen lying close to the global minimum
of the dimer potential ǫwkb0 , which become less obvious for increasing number of
perturbers. These correspond to the small oscillations in the multi-dimensional
potential surface. The cut of the surface along the direction of the breathing mode
discussed in Chapter 3 (see for example Fig. 4.7) readily shows the oscillations
in this energy interval.
The far-red side of the spectrum extends across ǫwkb0 for N > 0, with a de-
creasing slope as the number of perturbers increases. The minimum energy the
system can reach is approximately N times ǫwkb0 . This energy minimum occurs
when all the perturbers happen to be extremely close to each other, where all the
eigenvalues of the VˆFN vanish but one. Of course, statistically speaking, such a
configuration is very unlikely to occur.
6.4 Spectral properties for different n
In this section, we investigate the behaviour of the density of states when the
principle quantum number is varied. We start with the analytical expression
(6.6) for the single-perturber case, and calculate the spectrum ρ(ω) for different
values of n. The results for the 2D and the 3D systems are shown in Fig. 6.4.
respectively. For the sake of comparison, the curve for each n is scaled with its
minimum ǫwkb0 (which is∝ n−3) along the ω-axis. The figures show the appearance
of a hump for higher excitations, and it shifts towards the origin as n is increased.
One can easily notice that the effect is more pronounced in the three-dimensional
case than in the two-dimensional case. The origin of this hump is an interesting
question which we would like to now investigate.
We begin the analysis by recalling that for each frequency ω, there are two
roots Ri in Eq. (6.7), which we call Rω1 and Rω2. The first root Rω1 lies on the
branch between the position of the potential minimum Rmin and the point R0
where ǫwkb(R) = 0. The second root R1ω lies on the branch between Rmin and
rc. The value of R0 approaches a constant for large n, which one can derive from
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Figure 6.4: Spectral profiles for different principle quantum numbers n for 2D
(upper figure) and 3D (lower figure) systems. The smooth curves are the ana-
lytical result for single-perturber (N = 1) case, scaled in the horizontal direction
with |ǫwkb0 (n)| (∝ n−3) according to Eq. (3.62) for a better comparison. The
numerical results for N = 4 in 2D with n=60 and 70 are shown as circles and
triangles. The general features agree, showing the appearance of the hump for
increasing n (see text). Discrepancy arises mainly due to the small N restricted






































Figure 6.5: The tails of the spectra in 2D and 3D cases, converges to a single curve
according to the scaling relation Eq. (6.17). Note that the sign of the horizontal
axis has been reversed and the vertical axis rescaled compared to those in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.6: The outer branch of the adiabatic curve fitted with a R−1/2 dependent
curve (dashed line) according to Eq. (6.10b) for n=300.





Together with the derivation for Rmin in Section 3.4.3, we find that Rmin and R0
both approach constant values for large n, but the depth of the potential well
ǫ0 decreases as n
−3 and rc increases as n
2. These results imply that the first
branch becomes almost vertical compared to the second one, and hence gives a
negligible contribution to the spectrum in the case of large n. The spectral profile
is therefore determined predominantly by the root R2ω in the second branch, and








, for large n. (6.9)
It is therefore clear that the dimension of the system plays an important role due
to the pre-factor Rq−1ω2 . The long-range nature of the second branch cause it to
be weighted heavily, especially in a higher dimension.
By assuming R ≪ n2, the shape of the potential curve between Rmin and rc
can be described by a simple analytical formula proportional to R−1/2. This can
be derived by neglecting the n−2 terms in Eq. (6.6), and further noting that the
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Thus for large n, the outer branch becomes dominated by the R−1/2 behaviour
Eq. (6.10b) until it turns sharply to zero at a distance close to R = rc (see
Fig. 6.6). As the frequency ω approaches zero from ǫ0, we expect to encounter a














This shows that the hump shifts as n−4 towards the origin.
The root Rω2 for a given frequency ω can be found approximately by solving




































, for Rω2 ≪ n2. (6.14b)












Finally, with Eqs. (6.9), (6.13) and (6.15), we obtain the spectral shape in the
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region Rw ≪ n2,









where Rω2 is given by Eq. (6.13). The region R ≪ n2 in the adiabatic curve
corresponds to the tail of the spectrum. Therefore, the expression (6.16) describes
the shape of the decaying tail. The minus sign is due to the negative L0, so ρt(ω)
is still positive. By expressing ρt(ω) explicitly in terms of ω, we find that the
spectrum decay as
ρt(ω) ∝ ω−5 for 2D,
ρt(ω) ∝ ω−7 for 3D. (6.17)
In the derivation leading towards ρt(ω), the crudest approximation made is
the condition R ≪ n2. Since the lower end of the spectrum ω0 = ǫwkb0 /~ scales
as n−3 Eq. (3.62) and the hump scales as n−4 in Eq. (6.12), the frequency range
between these two points increases as n. This means that the spectrum described
by ρt(ω) covers a larger part of the spectrum as the principle quantum number
n is increased.
The exact spectral shape for the whole range of ω can be obtained by retaining
the 1/2n2 term in the square root, and use the exact solution to ǫwkb(R) = ~ω in
Eq. (3.56), which is
R1,2ω =
9L20n






2 + α2π2 + 6α~ωn5π2 + 9~2ω2n10π2
. (6.18)
The numerical simulation of the multiple-perturber system is very time con-
suming, because the number of basis functions required grows exponentiall with
n. Fortunately, the analytical expressions that we obtained work for 2D as well as
for 3D, and we can draw conclusions about our theory based on the comparison
between the numerical and analytical results obtained in 2D. This save us at least
half of the computational time. In the case of multiple pertubers, the appearance
of the hump is also evident, as shown by Fig. 6.4. There are fluctuations in the
numerical results close to the origin, but the rise of the spectrum is clear, which
closely follows the analytical curves calculated for N=1. The scaling laws for the
decaying tail are thus expected to work also for N > 1.
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6.5 Discussion
6.5.1 Relations to the Rydberg wave functions
Since the spectrum is closely related to the shape of the dimer potential, we can
apply the knowledge we have about the degenerate states, that give rise to the
perturbation, to explain the features of the spectral profile. For large principle
quantum numbers, we found that the outer branch flattens and gives rise to the
hump in the spectrum. An astonishing fact can further be found if we compare
the perturbation at rc given by Eq. (6.12) and the expression for the perturbation
at rB given by Eq. (5.24). The fact that they are identical means that, the tail of
the spectrum eventually assumes the shape of a plateau, with a spatial extension
from R = rB to rc. Within R < rB, the potential connects to the minimum
ǫwkb0 in accordance with the R
−1/2 dependence found earlier. As elucidated in the
previous chapters, the low-l states that are highly elliptical are responsible for the
long-range extension of the potential. They are consequently also responsible for
the spectral region between the hump and the origin. The red-side of the hump
are thus associated with the high-l states.
6.5.2 From single to multiple perturbers
We have devised an analytical theory for the density of states of a Rydberg atom
perturbed by ground-state atoms based on the dimer potential. As shown by
the numerical simulation in Section 6.3, the structures in the spectrum disappear
with increasing number of perturbers. For this reason, it is expected that the
dimer potential alone gives reasonable accuracy for large N . The scaling laws
Eq. (6.17) for the tail, on the other hand, should work for N > 1, due to the
structureless region in the low frequency part, as shown by Fig. 6.4.
It is indeed fascinating that we have gone from the perspective of atomic
physics to many-body physics by employing the concept of density of states. The
system described in this chapter can be viewed as a cluster of ground-state atoms
which provides the loosely-bound electron additional freedom to hop from one
atom to another. The momentum space of this transport property is therefore
described by the density of states we have discussed. In fact, one can draw an
analogy between a doped semiconductor and Rydberg physics based on the excess
electron introduced by the doping (see, for example, Ref. [AM03]). Therefore,
our description might have potentially very useful applications for disordered
doped materials.
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6.5.3 Relations to experimental observation
In this chapter, we have described the electronic spectra with a quasi-static model,
taking the ensemble average of the level statistics from many spatial realisations.
This numerical procedure is in fact very intuitive and has physical relevance if one
considers how measurements are taken in an experiment. The common method to
measure the population spectrum of Rydberg atoms is to excite from the ground
state to the Rydberg state, and then apply a pulse-ionisation. The fragments
are subsequently detected by a multi-channel plate (ref). For each signal, all the
Rydberg atoms allowed to be excited by the laser within its bandwidth ∆ωL are
destroyed. This laser bandwidth, currently 1-2MHz with continous-wave lasers,
sets the limit of the experimental resolution. Usually this level of precision is not
required, and the experimentalists choose a certain frequency interval as the bin
size for the counting statistics. This bin size corresponds to the quantity ∆ω in
our simulation. Each realisation of random pertubers corresponds to a perturbed
Rydberg atom. In the experiments, this can be the Rydberg atoms in the same
sample or in different samples. We can thus adjust the parameter used in our





In Chapter 3, we introduced the theoretical frame works for describing the Rydberg-
ground-state atomic interaction. The scattering of the low-energy Rydberg elec-
tron and the large spread of its wave function allows the use of Fermi-pseudopotential,
which simplifies tremendously what would otherwise be a daunting quantum
chemical calculation, due to the enormous size of the Hilbert space. This ap-
proximation relies on two physical quantities, the zero-energy scattering length
L0 and the atomic polarizability α. In the limit of ke=0, the quantity L0 alone is
good enough to describe the electron-atom scattering. However, as the local mo-
mentum of the Rydberg electron increases with decreasing internuclear distance
R, a first order correction has to be added, which is proportional to α. Thus, the
scattering length becomes energy-dependent.
In this theoretical model, we derived several useful analytical properties of the
diatomic potential curve, such as the depth of the potential minimum ǫ0 = −A/n3
(Eq. (3.62)) and its position Rmin (Eq. (3.61)), by using semi-classical WKB wave
functions. Interestingly, Rmin tends towards a constant value for large n. This
implies that that the location of the ground-state vibrational wave function of the
molecule is constant for large n. This is an important property to be considered
for experimental realisation of the trilobite molecule. The n−3 scaling of ǫ0 is
consistent with the scaling of the energy spacing of Rydberg atoms. Its constant
of proportionality A was found to be dependent entirely on the parameters for
the electron-atom scattering process, which was calculated for several alkali metal
atoms (see Table 3.1).
7.2 Structured environment – formation of molecules
The present work is a first exploration of the possibility to form polyatomic
molecules from a single Rydberg atom and a number of ground-state atoms. In
Chapter 4 and 5, we determined the polyatomic adiabatic curves with a highly
excited Rb atom surrounded by ground-state Rb atoms in structured environ-
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ments. The analysis with group theory in Chapter 4 showed that the energy
curves can be expressed explicitly as expectation values of symmetry adapted
wave functions (see Fig. 4.5, for example). The connection between the resulting
adiabatic curves from the numerical calculation and the spatial geometry of the
system is thus apparent. We also found that the splitting of the potential curves
due to symmetry can result in even deeper potential minima, hence giving rise
to a more stable polyatomic molecule.
Using neon atoms, we showed that the potential oscillations in the three-body
interaction due to the nodal structure of the Rydberg wave functions can support
metastable states, whereas in the two-body interaction this is not possible. These
bound states are, therefore, Borromean in nature. These metastable states occur
despite that the interatomic potential is overall repulsive due to the positive
electron-atom scattering length.
The origin of this three-body interaction relies on the properties of the Ryd-
berg electron wave function. The perturbers interact with each other within the
“sea” of the electron cloud, which acts as a medium. The very similar effects are
present in the interaction between nucleons, and the Cooper-pairing [AM03] of
two electrons in the superconductors, where two particles are bound due to the
distortion of background media. This exotic class of trimer can be realised in ex-
periments by first arranging the atoms in the equilibrium configuration, and then
exciting one of the atoms into the Rydberg state to photoassoicate the atoms into
a molecule. As shown by our scattering calculation in Section 5.9.2, the lifetime of
the trimer formed by a Rydberg atom with n=30 has a lifetime of approximately
57 ns, which is long enough to be observed by current experimental standards.
To make the most stable Rydberg Borromean trimer, one has to consider the
excitation of the Rydberg atom. If the principle quantum number is too high,
the small potential oscillations in the SS mode are too shallow to support bound
states with long lifetimes, on the other hand, if it is too low, the large curvature
of the saddle point in the AS mode causes the trimer to fragment into a dimer
and a monomer. We have further determined that the lifetime limited by the
instability in the AS mode scale as n4 Eq. (5.27).
The prospect of realising such kind of trimer is a positive one owing to the
constant improvement on the control of arrays of atoms in optical lattices. The
trimer discussed here has very similar properties as the much sought-after “Efi-
mov” states in nuclear physics, as mentioned in Chapter 1. Perhaps it will not
be long before the Rydberg trimer can be observed in experiements.
In the future, it might be worthwhile to investigate the interaction of Rb3
with singlet e− + Rb scattering length instead of the triplet one used in this
work, because the singlet scattering length is also positive, and Rb is the most
common atomic species used for ultracold atom experiments.
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7.3 Excitation spectrum in disordered environments
In Chapter 6, we investigated the optical spectra of a Rydberg atom simultane-
ously perturbed by multiple ground-state atoms in the density regimes that are
obtainable in the experiments. A simple two-level atom was assumed, nonethe-
less, the phenomenon is general.
The multiple perturbers affect the spectrum of the Rb atom in the far-red
side around the potential depth of the global minimum (see Fig. 6.2), where small
oscillations exit in relatively small energy intervals, giving strong intensities in
the spectrum. The numerical simulation (Fig. 6.2) shows the broadening of these
intensity peaks for increasing N .
Clearly, the appearance of a hump is visible for higher n, which shifts closer
towards the unperturbed level as n is increased. Interestingly, this feature is
more pronounced in the three-dimensional case than in the two-dimensional case.
Indeed, further analysis shows that the hump is related to the pre-factor Rq−1i in
Eq. (6.6) where q is the dimension.
The comparison between single- and multiple-perturber scenarios agrees well
in the far-red side, where the spectrum decreases to zero. This tail of the spectrum
has simple analytical dependence on the frequency ω, as described by Eq. (6.16).
In 2D and 3D, ρ is proportional to ω−5 and ω−7 respectively.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, understanding these properties is important for
the applications of Rydberg atoms in quantum computation. With the increas-
ingly high n achieved in experiments, one also expects the influence from the
neutral perturbers in the environment to be strong.
We calculated the spectra using only the perturbation from the s-wave e− +
Rb scattering. The effect of p-wave or higher partial waves can be taken into
account by including additional terms like Eq. (3.28). However, the modifica-
tion is small since higher partial waves are important only for small internuclear
distances as shown by Fig. 3.5, and for this to be important, a denser gas is
required.
The dimer potential was used to describe certain features of the multiple-
pertuber spectra, and we found some good agreements. However, there might be
theoretical techniques that can be used to obtain an analytical expression for the
multiple perturber case, which awaits further investigation.
Another potential application of the theory is in solid state physics. As men-
tioned by Ashcorft and Mermin in their seminal book Ref. [AM03], that doped
n-type semiconductors can be thought of as a Rydberg atom embedded in a lat-
tice, where the Rydberg electron is perturbed by the background ground-state
atoms. Although the differences exist in these two systems, the unperturbed wave
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function of the electron can, however, still be described by Coulomb wave func-
tions with a singly-charged core. Therefore, our analysis of the excitation spectra
might have application in situations involving semiconductor in disordered phase,
and further investigation might prove to be worthwhile.
7.4 Final remarks
In recent years, we have seen a revival of interest on experiments and theory in-
volving Rydberg atoms, owing to the advancements on experimental techniques.
They range from atom cooling techniques to atoms in optical lattices. A few
recent developments include Rydberg excitation in BEC [HRB08] and dipole-
blockade experiments [HRB07, VVC07, JUH07, TFS04, SRA04]. Rydberg exci-
tation on optical lattices is expected to be realised soon as well [BBT07, DGF00].
They will provide excellent conditions in which to test the theories studied and
simulations performed in this thesis.
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APPENDIX A
A brief Review on Scattering Theory
Scattering theory has played a central role in quantum mechanics since its early
development at the beginning of the twentieth centery. It describes processes
involving unbound or scattering states, and therefore is very important for the
prediction of results from experimental detection. Its applications range from
nuclear physics to solid-state physics. In this thesis, scattering theory manifests
itself at almost all levels – from the electron-atom scattering which gives rise
to the molecular potential, to the description of the free-bound transition of
nuclear motion. The latter involves the resonance phenomenon, which is the
coupling between a bound state and the continuum. It is, therefore, appropriate
to write a review of the important formalisms in scattering theory as a separate
chapter. Furthermore, methods to calculate the quantities of interest, such as the
scattering wave functions and phase shifts, are explained here. This introduces
the computational tools used in later chapters. Only time-independent scattering
will be discussed.
A.1 Collision between two particles
In scattering theory, one deals primarily with the collision between two parti-
cles. If more than two particles are involved, a coordinate transformation is
performed to separate the system into subsystems described by the various rela-
tive coordinates. The part that describes the centre of mass motion is usually not
considered because it does not give physically interesting properties. The conse-
quence of this coordinate transform is a modification of the mass, to the so-called
“reduced mass”, and the Schro¨dinger equation reduces to one that describes a
single effective particle moving in a potential field.
Consider the collision of two atoms at a relative kinetic energy Ek, moving
in a central field V (r). We restrict our discussion only to the case of elastic
scattering, whereby the internal states of the two particles remain unchanged.






∇2 + V (r)− Ek
]
ψ(~r) = 0, (A.1)
where µ is the reduced mass between the two particles, and ~r is the relative
position between the two particles. One of the most important properties to be
taken into account when dealing with wave mechanics is the boundary condition.
In the theory of collision, this is the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function.
A very instructive way of writing this down here is to think of the measurement
process in the experiment. To probe the interaction between the atoms, one
first sends a beam of atoms to collide with the target. We describe it using a
plane wave with a well-defined relative momentum k. After the interaction, the
fragments are detected as an angular distribution in the plane containing the axis
of incidence, which is measured by the scattering amplitude f(θ). Around this
axis the distribution should be constant due to the cylindrical symmetry, which
gives rise to the rotational symmetry of the system, as we shall see later. At a
distance far away from where the interaction takes place, the wave function ψ
should, therefore, be a superposition of the incident plane wave and the scattered
spherical wave. Thus, we write the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function,
ψ(~r) ∼ ei~k·~r + f(θ)e
ikr
r
, r →∞, (A.2)
where θ is the angle between the direction of the scattered particle and the
internuclear axis, and f(θ) is the scattering amplitude. This is normalised to
unit density of the incident plane wave ei
~k·~r, which is the eigenfunction of the
linear momentum k~.
In order to satisfy the boundary condition imposed by Eq. (A.2), ψ(~r) can be








where the coefficient Al is,
Al = (2l + 1)i
leiδl , (A.4)
and Pl(cos θ) is the Legendre polynomial (see Appendix ?). The radial wave
function Φl(r) can be normalised in momentum or in energy. The momentum-
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where the phase shift δl measures the effect of the interatomic potential V (r)
in the region of small r. The factor
√
2/π comes from the normalisation in the





δ(k′ − k). (A.6)
The radial wave function can also be normalised with respect to energy by re-
placing the right-hand side of the above equation with δ(E ′ − E). These two
















As a matter of convention, we substitute the Legendre polynomial in Eq. (A.3)















eiδl(2l + 1)1/2ilΦl(r)Yl0(θ, φ). (A.9)







eiδl(2l + 1)1/2ilΦE,l(R)Yl0(θ, φ). (A.10)
The problem now is to determine the radial wave function. First, we have to
write down the radial Schro¨dinger equation. This can be obtained from Eq. (A.1)
by expressing the Laplacian operator in spherical coordinates with the help of


























Φl(r) = 0. (A.12)
One can divide Eq. (A.12) by −2µ/~2 and re-write it as,[
d2
dr2

















Φl(r) = 0, (A.14)
where the local momentum κ is defined as,
κ2 = k2 − U(r), (A.15)
with the relative momentum of the colliding atom, k =
√
2µEk/~2, and the
scaled potential U(r) = 2µV (r)/~2. The second term in Eq. (A.12) is called the
centrifugal term, which raises a potential barrier when l > 0. It is the projection
of the rotational motion along the internuclear axis. The barrier can support
quasi-bound states that might capture the scattering particles if their energies
macth with each other. We will discuss this phenomenon later in the chapter.





|f(θ)|2 sin θ dθ. (A.16)
A.2 Scattering operator and S-matrix
The general process of scattering is described by the scattering operator Sˆ. One
way to define Sˆ is to say that it transforms the incoming asymptotic wave |ψin〉
to the outgoing asymptotic wave |ψout〉, namely,
|ψin〉 = Sˆ|ψin〉. (A.17)
The asymptotic wave functions |ψin〉 and |ψout〉 are defined as the system wave
function |ψ〉 at times t = −∞ and +∞, respectively. The physical significance of
Sˆ is given by its square in the matrix representation, called the S-matrix. This
quantity measures the probability of the incoming wave undergoing the scatter-
ing process and transforming into the outcoming wave, which can be measured
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experimentally,
P (ψout ← ψin) = |〈ψout|Sˆ|ψin〉|2. (A.18)
If we use the partial wave basis for the wave functions as in Eq. (A.9), the S-matrix
becomes diagonal because the two-body scattering operator Sˆ commutes with the
orbital angular momentum operator Lˆ (assuming the particles are spinless), i. e.
[Sˆ, Lˆ] = 0. (A.19)
This is due to the rotational symmetry about the axis along which the particles
collide. The diagonalised S-matrix reads,
〈ψout(E ′, l′, m′)|Sˆ|ψin(E, l,m)〉 = δ(E − E ′)δll′δm,m′Sl(E), (A.20)
where the quantity Sl(E) is the diagonal element. Therefore, Sl(E) is the eigen-
value of the scattering operator Sˆ. Since Sˆ is unitary and has modulus of unity,
it can be written as an exponent of a purely imaginary number,
Sl(E) = e
2iδl(E), (A.21)
where δl(E) is the phase shift as in the previous section. The proof of this relation
between Sl and deltal(E) is beyond the scope of the thesis [Tay83].
A.3 Bound states and poles of the S-matrix






Note that the momentum (or wavenumber, strictly speaking), k, is in general
a complex value. We now want to establish the fact that poles of Sl(k) on the
imaginary axis in the upper half of the complex plane (Im(k) > 0) represent
bound states, as in Fig. A.1.
First we write down the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function φl,k(r) in




Jl(k)hˆ−l (kr)− Jl(−k)hˆ+l (kr)
]
, r →∞, (A.23)
where hˆ+ and hˆ− behave as,
hˆ±(kr)→ e±i(kr−lπ/2). (A.24)
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Figure A.1: The poles of Sl(k) on the k-plane, and their relations to bound states
and resonances.
When Im(k) > 0, the functions hˆ+ and hˆ− are exponentially decreasing and
increasing, respectively. Here, we have assumed that the potential is such that
Jl(−k) continues analytically into the upper half plane. Suppose at some point
k = k¯ in the upper half plane, the Jost function vanishes, Jl(k¯) = 0, correspond-





From Eq. (A.24) we can see that when Im(k) > 0, the function hˆ+, and hence
φl,k(r), decreases exponentially as r → ∞. Moreover, since φl,k(r) is regular
at the origin, it is therefore a normalisable solution of the radial Schro¨dinger
equation and a bound state.
To prove that these bound-state poles lie on the imaginary axis in the upper-
half plane, we only need to note that the energy E = ~2k2/2m for the bound
state must be negative. This permits only a purely imaginary k.
A.4 Resonances and poles of the S-matrix
Another class of states closely associated with the bound states are the resonant
states. Resonances are perhaps the most important phenomena in scattering
physics. They occur when the eigenstates of two subsystems are coupled. This
can be, for example, the coupling between the continuum states and the quasi-
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bound states supported by the centrifugal barrier in Eq. (A.12). In this case, it is
called a shape resonance, which involves only one potential curve. The coupling
between the eigenstates in two or more potentials is called the Feshbach resonance.
Resonances manifest themselves in the sharp variation of the cross section σ when
the coulping parameter is sweeped across the resonance energy ER. In constrast
to the bound states, resonances are represented by poles of the S-matrix located
in the lower half of the k-plane (Im(k) < 0). A negative Im(k) results in an
exponentially increasing hˆ+ in in the asymptotic wave function (A.25), such that
the wave function φl,k(r) is no longer a proper eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian.
Suppose that the Jost function Jl(k) is a simple zero (meaning the first deriva-
tive is non-zero) at k = k¯ , where,
k¯ = kR − ikI , with kI > 0. (A.26)








k − k¯) . (A.27)
We recall that the Jost function is related to the phase shift through the relation
[Tay83],
Jl(k) = |Jl(k)|e−iδl(k), (A.28)
so that, for a physical k, the phase shift δl(k) is the negative value of the phase
of Jl(k), i. e.
















− arg(k − k¯)
≡ δbgl + δresl ,
(A.29)
where the background phase shift δbg and the resonant part of the phase shift
δres are defined by







δresl = − arg(k − k¯). (A.31)
The phase shift δresl (k) and its relation with the pole at k = k¯ can be visualised
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Figure A.2: The resonant part of the phase shift δres in relatioin to the position
of the pole at k¯. When the momentum k increases from the left to the right, it
is clear that δres gains a sudden change of approximately π.
in Fig. A.2. It is apparent from this diagram that, for poles close to the real
axis, δresl takes on a sudden change of approximately π, as k is increased from
the left to the right. It is also clear that the value π is only approximate. As the
pole moves further away from the axis, the change in the phase shift becomes less
rapid.
A.5 Phase shift, time delay and resonance widths
The variation of the phase shift with the kinetic energy has very important physi-
cal consequences. It is related to the time delay caused by the temporary capture
of the incident wave, and the lifetime of the quasi-bound state. The two scenarios
are mutually exclusive in any single experiment. They can be distinguished by
comparing the energy spread of the initial wave packet ∆E with the width of
the resonance Γ. In the following, we provide mathematical decriptions of the
two cases. If the readers desire a more detailed and rigorious derivation, they
can refer to, for example, the book of Taylor [Tay83]. With the mathematical
foundations laid, we will give the physical intepretations.
In a scattering event, the system ψ(~x, t) can be decribed by the superposition
of an incident wave, ψin(~x, t) and a scattered wave ψsc(~x, t), as,
ψ(~x, t) = ψin(~x, t) + ψsc(~x, t). (A.32)
Since the uncertainty principle limits the knowledge one can have on the energy of
the initial state, there is always an energy spread ∆E associated with the initial
system. In practice, there is also the experimental uncertainty that contributes
to this energy spread. Asymptotically, the incident and the scattered wave (by a
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where f(kxˆ← ~k) is the scattering amplitude. The integral over dk3 is takes into
account the energy spread of the wave packet. As we can see, the incident wave
packet is assumed to be composed of plane waves.
In the case where the energy spread is much smaller than the width (∆E ≪ Γ),
the resolution of the experiments is good enough to resolve the bumps and dips
in the cross section. In this limit, the scattering amplitude can be taken outside
the integral in Eq. (A.34). One can show that [Tay83],
ψsc(~x, t)→ 1
r
f(k0xˆ← ~k0)ψin[(r + δ′l)rˆ, t], (A.35)
where k0 is the peak of the momentum distribution of the initial wave packet. It
is therefore clear that the scattered wave ψsc is proportional to the incident wave,
ψin shifted with a distance ξ, which can be written as,











From the above expression, we obtain the expression for the time delay by dividing














In the other scenario ∆E ≫ Γ, the energy spread of the wave packet is much
wider than the width of the resonance. The wave function ψ(~k) now varies sharply
compared to the scattering amplitude so that it can be taken out of the integral in
Eq. (A.34). Assuming the resonance is a pure Breit-Wigner resonance (δbg = 0),
the amplitude can be written as,
fl = − 1
2k
· Γ
E −ER + iΓ/2 . (A.38)
By substituting Eq. (A.38) into (A.34) and manipulating the result one arrives
at the expression for the probability density of the scattered wave [Tay83]










Figure A.3: Illustrates the arrival of the wave front at t = r/vR, and the exponet-
nial decay thereafter.
where vR is the velocity of the decaying particle from the resonant state, and θ
is the step function,
θ(x) =
{
0 for x < 0
1 for x > 0
. (A.40)
The probability density described by (A.39) is illustrated in Fig. A.3. We see
that the wave front arrives at the dectector at time t = r/vR, because |ψsc|2 is
zero prior to this point according to the θ-function (see also Fig. A.3). After
t = r/vR, there is an outgoing wave with angular dependence |Y 0l (~ˆx)|2 whose
intensity drops exponentially with time as e−Γt. This is the behaviour of the
metastable state with energy ER, formed at t = 0 and decaying exponentially
with mean life 1/Γ.
To summarise the two cases discussed above, a wave packet with a small
energy spread (∆E ≪ Γ) yields a better resolution to see the resonance peak in
the cross-section. On the other hand, a wave packet with a wider energy spread
(∆E ≫ Γ) allows the time at which the state is formed to be better determined.
This is a natural consequence of the uncertainty principle. This therefore gives





One of the most common methods used to solve numerically a second-order dif-
ferential equation is the Numerov method. The equation to solve, Eq. (2.10) has
the following general form
d2
dr2
Φ + [Enum − U(r)] Φ(r) = 0 (B.1)
where Φ is the radial eigenfunction, and U(r) is the effective potential energy
whose explicit form depends on the specific problem to solve. Here, we explain the
methods to obtain bound Coulomb wave functions, and the bound and continuum
nuclear wave functions in a molecular potential.
Generally speaking, the method is based on evaluating the function Φ(r) at
(n+ 2) equally spaced values of r from the sixth-order difference equation
Yi+1 + Yi−1 − 2Yi = h2(Ui − Enum)Φi (B.2)
in which h is the separation between the grid points in r, and,
Yi =
[
1− (h2/12)(Ui − Enum)
]
Φi. (B.3)
B.2 Coulomb wave function
For the calculation of coulomb wave functions, we simply let Enum = E
Ryd
n .
The integration is started inwards by assigning a small arbitrary value to Φn+1
at a distance beyond the outer classical turning-point, and then determine the
function Φn one step closer to the nucleus by the formula,
Φn = Φn+1 exp
[
rn+1(Un+1 −Enum)1/2 − rn(Un −Enum)1/2
]
, (B.4)
in order to fulfil the requirement that the wave function decreases exponentially
outside the turning point. The inward propagation of the wave function starts by
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using the values of Φn+1 and Φn as the initial values in Eq. (B.2), and continues
until some point close to the nucleus rd. Due to the divergence of the irregular
solution gl near the origin, rd can not be too close to the origin, or otherwise the
wave function becomes unphysical. Typically, with the choice of rd = 1 a.u. it is
sufficient to avoid this divergence. Finally, the wave function can be normalised
with the usual condition, ∫
Φ(r)2 dr = 1. (B.5)
There is a useful coordinate transformation to maximise the available comput-
ing power. Since the local kinetic energy of the electron decreases with increasing
r, the wavelength of the oscillating Rydberg wave function increases. Therefore,
the outer “lobes” of the wave function are larger. This means that the integra-
tion of the Schro¨dinger equation (2.10) based on an equally-spaced grid becomes
inevitably less optimal in the region of large r, because less number of grid points
are actually needed to represent the outer lobes of the wave function. To over-
come this deficiency, one can transform the coordinate in the following way, as
was used by Zimmerman et al [ZLK79],





The Schro¨dinger equation for the transformed wave function Φ˜(r˜) are found by





















Φ˜(r˜) = 0. (B.8)
After the above new equation is solved by the Numerov method, the original
solution Φ(r) can be obtained by a backward tranformation from Φ˜(r˜) using
Eq. (B.7). The advantage of this procedure is that, it keeps the number of
integration points per lobe close to being constant, and, thus, maximising the
available computational power.
B.3 Bound states in a molecular potential
However, the energy E in Eq. (B.1) in this case is not known. Instead, a trial
value Et is subtituted for Enum in the expression (B.2), which initiates an iterative
optimisation procedure [Coo61, Bla67, Cas63] to converge Et to the true value
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Es,v,J . As before, this procedure starts with the inward integration from the
classically forbidden region using Eq. (B.4). It determines the two starting values,
Φn+1 and Φn, of the wave function, which is then propagated further inwards
using Eq. (B.2). The inward integration is continued until Φi ceases to increase,
at some distance rm, and we denote the wave function at this distance Φ
in
m . Then
the outward integration begins by assigning Φ0 = 0 at r = rd and a small arbitrary
value to Φ1 at r = rd+h. Note that starting position for the outward integration
rd need not to be zero, as long as it is sufficiently far inside the potential wall.
When the value of the wave function Φoutm at rm has been obtained by the
outward integration, the two curves from the inward and ourward integrations




m , with the
Φm normalised to 1.
The next step is the correction to the trial value Et. This is determined from
the difference in the gradients of the two curves at the crossing point rm. The
correction D(Et) is determined from the formula
D(Et) =
[






The optimisation is repeated until the correction D(Et) becomes sufficiently
small, at which point the result is considered converged. Finally, the radial wave
function can be normalised with the usual condition∫
Φ2 dr = 1. (B.10)
If needed, one can perform a node count of the eigenfunction to determine the
corresponding qunatum number.
B.4 Continuum wave functions
The most straight-forward way to obtain the scattering wave function is through
the integration of the Schro¨dinger equation (A.12). This can be done using the
Numerov method. One starts by assigning E = Ek = ~
2k2/2µ in Eq. (B.1),
and integrating outwards from a distance far enough inside the inner repulsive
wall to a distance r0 given by the difference equation (B.2). The distance r0 is
defined such that, beyond this point the potential V (r) is negligible compared
to the kinetic energy Ek. The Schro¨dinger equation in this region then becomes
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Φl(r) = 0, r > r0. (B.11)
Moreover, we know that ΦE,l in this region behaves sinusoidally according to
the asymptotic form (A.7). The only information we do not have so far is the
phase shift δl. It can be determined by matching the numerical wave function in
the inner region r < r0 to the asymptotic form (A.7) at r0. The resulting wave




B.4.1 Determination of the phase shift δl
To match the wave functions from the inner and the outer regions, we need to
take a closer look at the form of the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation. As in
Section 2.3, the radial wave function can be written as a sum of the regular and
irregular solutions with amplitudes A and B as,
Φk,l = Al Fl(kr) +BlGl(kr). (B.12)
In the asymptotic limit, the amplitudes take the form,
A ∝ cos(δl),
B ∝ sin(δl), (B.13)
while the two linearly independent solutions behave as,
FJ(kr) ∝ sin(kr − lπ
2
),




and their derivatives as,









The calculation of the phase shift δl relies on the condition that the wave
function and its derivative remain continuous across the discontinous point of the







and requiring it to be continuous at r0, i. e.
lim
ǫ→0
L(r0 − ǫ) = lim
ǫ→0
L(r0 + ǫ). (B.17)
Using the general form of the radial wave function (B.12) and the definition
(B.16), we express the logarithmic derivative at r0 as,
L(r0) =





By substituting the asymptotic behaviour of Al and Bl (B.13) into Eq. (B.18),









Substituting the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions Fl and Gl (B.14) and their
derivatives (B.15) into the above expression, we obtain,
tan δl =
k cos(kr0 − lπ2 )− L(r0) sin(kr0 − lπ2 )
k sin(kr0 − lπ2 ) + L(r0) cos(kr0 − lπ2 )
. (B.20)
Therefore, to evaluate the phase shift, we first solve the Schro¨dinger equation
(A.12) numerically to determine L(r0) from the inner region and substitute it into
the expression (B.20). Note that, however, Eq. (B.20) only allows us to determine
δl up to modulo π. This means that the determined δl can be π out of phase,
causing the wave function to be of the opposite sign. If desired, this uncertainty
can be overcome by comparing the sign of the wave function evaluated from the
asympotitic form with one that is solved numerically (exactly) at a small distance
after r0, and adding an extra π shift if necessary. In this way, the phase shift is
obtained with modulo 2π.
B.4.2 Normalisation
To normalise the wave function obtained numerically in the inner region, the
simplest way is to continue the integration beyond r0 until the first antinode is
reached, and then rescale the whole wave function with respect to the amplitude
of the asymptotic wave
√
2µ/π~2k. However, this can be computationally expen-
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sive, because the antinode can be very far away, especially, in low-energy physics
where the wavelength is long.
The best way is, therefore, to determine the normalisation factor from the
gradient of the wave function at r0. This yields the following expression for the







j − 2φiφj cos[k(ri − rj)]
sin2[k(ri − rj)]
, (B.21)
where φi,j is the value of the wave function at ri,j chosen around r0. The relative
error is given by,
δN
N =
φiδφi + φjδφj − (φjδφi + φiδφj) cos[k(ri − rj)]
φ2i + φ
2





C.1 Variable phase method for the determination of the
phase shift
As mentioned earlier, the phase shift obtained from Eq. (B.20) suffers an ambi-
guity of modulo π. In some situations, it is useful to know the full value of the
phase shift. An alternative method to the direct integration of the Schro¨dinger
equation is the variable phase method. In this method, one integrates a first-order
nonlinear differential equation from the origin to the asymptotic region, thereby
obtaining directly the full value of the scattering phase shift. This method was
first used as early as 1924 by Courant and Hilbert [CH24] to discuss the asymp-
totic behaviour of Bessel functions. The first application of this approach to
scattering problems was by Morse and Allis in 1933 [MA33], and later it was fur-
ther developed by various other researchers. The book of Calgero [Cal67] serves
as a comprehensive survey and provides useful discussions of this method.
At the core of the variable phase method are the phase equation and the phase
funtion, δl(r). We shall derive them now. We begin by writing the radial wave
function using two auxiliary functions, sl and cl,
φl,k(r) = cl(r)jˆl(kr)− sl(r)nˆl(kr), (C.1)
where jˆl and nˆl are the Riccati-Bessel functions, whose properties can be found
in, for example, Ref.[AS64]. The functions sl and cl are defined in terms of the













which have have limits sl → 1 and cl → 0 at the origin. Since sl and cl have
well-defined asymptotic limits sl(∞) and cl(∞), the asymptotic behaviour of the
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, r →∞ (C.4)
where the transcendental functions come from the asymptotic behaviour of the
Riccati-Bessel functions. We can then define the phase shift as,
tan δl = sl(∞)/cl(∞). (C.5)
A crucial step now is to introduce a new function tl(r) defined by,
tl(r) = sl(r)/cl(r). (C.6)
This function vanishes at the origin according to the properties of sl and cl.
Moreover, Eq.(C.5) tells us that the asymptotic value of tl yields the tangent of
the phase shift,
tl(∞) = tan δl. (C.7)
Now we derive a first-order differential equation for tl(r), so that once we
know its value at the origin, it can be propagated outwards to large r. The
final value then yields a good approximation of the desired tan δl. We begin
by differentiating the auxiliary functions sl(r) and cl(r) in Eq. (C.2) and (C.3)
by substituting the expression (C.4) for ul. This procedure gives two coupled
first-order linear equations,










The first and second equations are multiplied by sl(r) and cl(r), respectively, and
the second equation is subtracted from the first. After dividing by c2l (r), one
obtains the derivative of tl(r), also called the generalised Riccati equation





The phase function δl(r) can be now defined in terms of tl(r) by,
tl(r) = tan δl(r). (C.11)
From Eq. (C.7), we have that δl(∞) = δl. Substituting Eq. (C.11) into Eq. (C.10)
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we get,
δ′l(r) = −k−1V (r)
[
cos δl(r)jˆl(kr)− sin δ(r)nˆl(kr)
]2
. (C.12)
This phase function is a central result in calculating the scattering phase shift via
the variable phase method. Using the explicit expressions for jˆ0(x) and nˆ0(x),
jˆ0(x) = sin(x) and nˆ0(x) = − cos(x), (C.13)
we can simplify the phase function, for the case of s-wave scattering, to,
δ′0(r) = −k−1V (r) sin2 [kr + δ0(r)] . (C.14)
To find the full phase shift δl(r), we solve the phase function, Eq. (C.12),
using the Runge-Kutta method [PTV02].
The outward propagation of the phase function has a physical interpretation.
Starting from the origin, where we define the phase function to be zero, the phase
function is accumulated until a point r = r0. If we stop the propagation at this
point, the radial wave function for r > r0 would have a constant phase, meaning
that it travels like a free wave. Thus from the point of view of the phase function,
the potential V (r) is now modified to V0(r) with the following formal definition,
V0(r) =
{
V (r), r ≤ r0,
0, r > r0.
(C.15)
as shown in Fig. C.1. In other words, the potential V (r) is effectively truncated
at r = r0, where the integration stops. Hence, once we make r0 large enough
such that both V (r) and V0(r) approach zero, the modified potential V0 will tend
to the original one, i. e. V0 → V . At this point, the scattering phase shift is
faithfully determined. In practice, the integration need not start at the origin
but some distance inside the repulsive wall, if the potential diverges towards the
origin.
C.2 Low-energy scattering
The advantage of having an ultracold atomic sample is not only that the experi-
mentalists can control the motion of atoms better, but also it is easier to calculate
and understand the physical processes, which is essential for making theoretical
predictions. The simplification comes in when we inspect the radial Schro¨dinger
equation (A.12). The centrifugal term l(l + 1)/r2 raises a barrier that prevents
the incoming particle from approaching closer to the target particle. The higher
the angular momentum l the more difficult it is for the two particle to collide with
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Figure C.1: The modified potential V0(r) (dotted) and its relation to the original
one V (r) (solid). V0 is identical to V (r) apart from the truncation beyond r = r0.
each other. Instead, the colliding particles goes around the target, and leaves in
almost a straight line with the incoming path. Thus, the higher partial waves do
not usually participate in the scattering process. In present ultracold atomic ex-
periments, one can usually consider only the contributions from the lowest three
partial waves. For the extreme cases involving Bose-Einstein condensates, only
s-wave plays a role. Another example, that involves low-energy scattering in this
thesis, is the collision of a slow electron onto an atom. It can also be characterised
mainly by s-wave scattering.
In the zero-energy limit, one finds that the tangent of the phase shift ap-








while the same quantity is zero for higher partial waves. This is because the
threshold behaviour of the phase shift tends to [FR86],
tan δl ∝ k2l+1, for small k. (C.17)
There are different ways to interpret the meaning of the scattering length a. One
can extend the tangent of the wave function Ψ(r) at r0 towards the horizantal
axis, and a is the value of r at the intersection, as illustrated in Fig. C.2a. For an
attractive potential, a bound wave function necessarily bends down at r0, and the
extension of the tangent at this point yields a positive a. Conversely, an unbound
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wave function continues to increase its value at r0, such that beyond this point
it travels like a free wave, and a in this case is negative. Similarly, a repulsive
potential pushes the wave outwards, and hence yields a positive a. Therefore,
given that the scattering wave functions are unbound, the sign of a indicates
whether the potential is attractive or repulsive. Another common interpretation
is to say that, a is the shift of the wave function from the origin if the sinusoidal
wave is continued towards the origin from r0 (see Fig. C.2b).
Finally, we mention here that, for a potential vanishes expotentially beyond
r0, the first order correction to Eq. (C.16) for higher energies is [FR86],







where re is another system-dependent parameter called the “effective-range”,
and this equation represents the effecive range theory that has had a tremendous
impact in nuclear physics.
C.3 Examples
C.3.1 Harmonic potential well behind a barrier
As an exemplary calculation, and one with which we can check our numerical
procedure, we set up an artificial potential V (r) (shown in Fig. C.3), combining
a harmonic potential well centered at r = re with an exponentially decaying






k0 (r − re)2 + ǫ, r ≤ ρ,
smooth interpolation, ρ < r ≤ ρ′,
V (ρ) exp [0.1(ρ− r)], r > ρ′,
(C.19)
The reason for choosing such potential is that it mimics the centrifugal barrier
in the Schro¨dinger equation (A.12), and at the same time the energy levels in
a harmonic well are known, so that it is easy to verify the results. The chosen
parameters in this example are kn = 1 a.u., re = 10 a.u., ρ = 13 a.u and ρ
′ = 13.5
a.u. The parameter ǫ is the height of the bottom of the potential well, here chosen
to be 5 a.u.. This potential allows us to compare the numerically obtained quasi-
bound state energies with the known analytical expression for the bound levels




) + ǫ, (C.20)
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Figure C.2: The illustrations of the scattering length. (a) The extension of the
tangent of Φ(r0) gives the scattering length a at the intersection of the horizantal
axis. Φ1 is shifted inwards by an attractive potential, so that a1 < 0; whereas
Φ2 is shifted outwards by a repulsive potential, so that a2 > 0. (b) Another
interpertation is to extend the plane wave to the origin, and a is the shift from
the origin.
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Figure C.3: Shows the potential V (r) in Eq. (C.19) and the scattering the wave
functions near the resonance E2 = 7.5. The kinetic energies of these wave func-
tions are Ek = 7.49 (dash-dotted), Ek = 7.5 (solid) and Ek = 7.51 (dashed).
where the fundamental frequency ω =
√
k0/m. We suppose that the particle
moving in the field has mass m = 1. Since we use the atomic units here, a simple
calculation finds the quasi-bound levels in the well as,
En = {5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5, . . .} . (C.21)
As elucidated in the previoius sections, if the scattering energy Ek scans over
the energy of the quasi-bound state, the asymptotic phase shift gains a sudden
change of approximately π. We first obtain the phase shift by directly integrating
the radial Schro¨dinger equation (A.12). Along with the phase shift, the integra-
tion also yields the radial wave function φl,k. Since in this example we will only
deal with the l = 0 scattering state, we will drop the subscript l.
The phase shift δ calculated from the direct integration is plotted against the
scattering energy Ek in Fig. C.4. With the prior knowledge of the position of these
quasi-bound states (Eq. (C.21)), we adjust the plot to a more visually pleasing
one by manually adding π or −π to the phase shift whenever the discontinuity
does not correspond to a resonance level. The starting point of the integration
is at r = 4, far enough inside the repulsive wall so that the results are stable.
We solve the phase equation also from r = 4, and propagate the phase function
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Figure C.4: Phase shift calculated by directly integrating the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion.









Figure C.5: Phase shifts calculated from the variable phase method (circles). The
results are compared with those obtained from direct integration method (line)
shifted downwards by an integer 10. They show a very good agreement.
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Figure C.6: Time delay τ2 for the resonant energy E2 = 7.5.
δ(r) outwards to r = 150, where the results are well converged. As anticipated,
there is no ambiguity of modulo π suffered by the direct integration method.
The two methods are compared in Fig. (C.5), which shows very good agreement,
validating the accuracy of the methods. As can be seen from Fig. C.5 and C.4,
the phase shift changes by approximately π at the resonant energies given by
Eq (C.21).
C.3.2 Behaviour of the wave function near the resonance
The radial wave functions φk(r) for energies around the resonance energy are
plotted in Fig. C.3. The graphs show the appearance of the oscillatory wave
inside the barrier close to the resonance level E2 = 7.5 a.u.. As expected, this
wave function contains 2 nodes corresponding to the n = 2 excitation. This figure
also shows the interesting variation of the relative amplitude between the wave
inside and outside the barrier. The amplitude inside the barrier is the largest at
the resonant energy, as a result of the longer capturing time. A clear change in
the phase shift by π can be seen when comparing with the wave function outside
the barrier.
C.3.3 Time delays
Taking the energy derivative of the phase shift, dδ/dE at the resonant energies, we
obtain the time delay, during which the scattering particle is temporarily captured
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Figure C.7: Time delay τ3 for the resonant energy E3 = 8.5.
by the potential barrier. Figs. C.6 and C.7 show the time delay plotted against
Ek at the resonances E2 = 7.5 and E3 = 8.5. They give the time delays of about
τ2 ≈ 1350 and τ3 ≈ 130 respectively. From the relation between the time delay
and the width of the resonance, τ = 1/Γ, we estimate that the correspoinding
widths of these two resonant levels are Γ2 = 7.4 × 10−4 and Γ3 = 7.7 × 10−3.
The lower levels are longer-lived, because they have a thicker potential barrier to
penetrate through than the higher lying ones. The calculation can be similarly




Derivation of the Symmetry-adapted Orbitals
D.1 Planar Polyatomic Molecule with N=3
The molecule formed in this configuration has the symmetry of the point group
C3,v. Using trilobite states as the basis set to contruct the corresponding repre-
sentation, one obtains the following matrices,
OˆE =




































In the above notations, E is the identity; Cpk denotes the rotation about zˆ-axis
by angle 2πp/k; and the σ’s are the relfections through the planes perpendicular
to the plane of the atoms, as indicated in Fig. 4.4(a).
It is clear that when one of the above operators, say OˆC1
3
, is applied on the
original vector, the result is a 120◦ rotation about zˆ in the counter-clockwise
direction, assuming that zˆ is pointing perpendicularly into the paper, i.e.














From Eq. (D.1), the character of the representation in such basis set can be




Γtotal 3 0 1
Here, we have used Γtotal to denote the representation formed by the trilobite
states. By inspecting the character table of the irreps of C3,v (Table 4.1(a)), one
immediately sees that the current representation is a direct sum of Γ1 and Γ3,
namely,
Γtotal = Γ1 ⊕ Γ3. (D.3)
Now, we determine the projection operators in each irrep by using Eq. (4.25).
The order of the group is h = 6, and the dimensions for Γ1 and Γ3 are l1 = 1 and

































Since Γtotal contains only Γ1 and Γ3, we need to apply only Eq. (D.4a) and
(D.4c) to our basis set in order to obtain the symmetry-adapted orbitals. Acting
the trivial operator PˆΓ1 on the trilobite wavefunction |ψAn 〉, we obtain the first
symmetry-adapted orbital
PˆΓ1fA = PˆΓ1 |ψAn 〉 =
1
3
[|ψAn 〉+ |ψBn 〉+ |ψCn 〉] ≡ g1. (D.5)
The same equations are obtained if one acts PˆΓ1 on |ψBn 〉 or |ψCn 〉 which are
obviously linearly-dependent. However, acting PˆΓ3 on |ψAn 〉 , |ψBn 〉 and |ψCn 〉 gives,
repectively,




2|ψAn 〉 − |ψBn 〉 − |ψCn 〉





2|ψBn 〉 − |ψCn 〉 − |ψAn 〉
]
, (D.6b)




2|ψCn 〉 − |ψBn 〉 − |ψAn 〉
]
. (D.6c)
Since Γ3 is a three-dimensional irrep, two of the above equations can be com-
bined, by subtracting Eq. (D.6b) by (D.6c), giving
1
6
[|ψBn (~r)〉 − |ψCn (~r)〉] ≡ g3, (D.7)
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so that finally we have three linearly-independent wave functions, which we call
g1, g2 and g3.
D.2 Planar Polyatomic Molecule with N=4
Following the same procedure as in the case of N = 3, one finds the matrices of




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0





0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0








0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1





0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0






1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0





0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0






0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1





0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 (D.8d)
where the notations are as before, and the planes of reflections are indicated in
Fig. 4.4(b).
The character of Γtotal can again be determined by taking the trace of each
matrix above, and they are:
E C2 2C4 2σv 2σd
Γtotal 4 0 0 2 0
Again, from the character table of the irrep (Table 4.1(b)), one finds that the
representation Γtotal is a direct sum of
Γtotal = Γ1 ⊕ Γ3 ⊕ Γ5. (D.9)
Hence, we know that in this representation there are two one-dimensional and
one two-dimensional irreps. Their corresponding projection operators can be
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obtained by applying Eq. (4.25), where in this case, h = 8, and l1, l3 and l5 are































The symmetry-adapted orbitals can then be obtained in a similar way as in
















[|ψBn (~r)〉 − |ψDn (~r)〉] . (D.14)
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